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Gran Quivira which was largely Pecos Valley Medical
GREATEST NAVAL BATTLE
attended. During the two days
Association Meeting
remaining
and
the balane of the One
of the most interesting,
FOUGHT IN ALL HISTORY
week are the Van Sickle Carol
as well as instructive meetings,
val shows, which are rated as
in the history
of the Pecos
among the best of the kind in
Valley Medical Association was England and Germany Engaged in Greatest Conflict
Days
Wednesday
Clovis
Gala
Were
Tuesday and
in
the country.
held here Tuesday. Seventeen
When the Panhandle Bankers Convention Conon Seas in History of Naval Engagements with
THE BANDS
members from all parts of the

CLOVIS ENTERTAINED
S
AT BANKERS MEETING
HUN-DRED-

vened Here. About 150 Members of the
sociation and a Thousand Visitors Were in
tendance. Childress Next Meeting Place.

The Panhandle Bankers Con
vent ion has come and (rone, but
the memory of it will remain in
the minds of Clovis people for
tome time. It was a complete
success in every detail from
start to finish and nothing
to mar the pleasure of the
event. Tuesday and Wednesday
were red letter days in Clovis.
About 150 members of the association were presant and in
addition many hundreds of visitors who took advantage of the
low rates and who came to attend the carnival of fun and the
big barbecue.
Incoming delegates were met
at the trains by the reception
committees and the two Clovis
bands and escorted to the
Antlers hotel, which was made
the headquarters of the associ
ation while here.
d

THE CONVENTION, FIRST DAY

The convention was called to
order Tuesday morning at ten
o'clock by President Quigley, of
Memphis, at the Lyceum where,
all the meetings were r eld and

where the program was carried
through as per schedule. All
those on the program responded
in person except C. W. Harrison,
of Farwell. who was unable to
be present but who sent his
Alpaper, which was read.
though not on the program the
key note speech of the meeting
was made by J. W. Hoopes Vice
Governor and a member of the
Federal Reserve board, who resides at Dallas. His talk was in
regard to the banking conditions
throughout the southwest and
the country in general and the
benefits derived through the
federal reserve system.
THE BIG BARUECL'E

The Clovis people undertook
to entertain on a big scale and
those who attended the barbecue
at Shipley Brothers ranch sixteen miles northwest of Ckvis
will testify that they succeeded
in doing it. At about two o'clock
a caravan of two hundred and
tit teen cars carrying approximately 1200 to 1500 people left
for the ranch. It made a pro
cession five milts long with but
little space between the cars and
wa an inspiring sight. At the
ranch the party was entertained
by the girls band and many
toi k advantage of the opportunity to view the fine thoroughbred
stock. Calves were branded in
old cowboy fashion for the en
tertainment of the visitors and
bronco busting
in wild west
style was of interest to many
Four Dig fat beeves had been
barbecued ia a first class manner
and there was plenty of choice
barbecued meat for everybody.
The open air ride had "whetted"
up their appetites and they ap
peared fully prepared for the
occasion. After a pleasant afternoon at the ranch the party
returned to the city about six
o'clock and at nine o'clock a
dance and reoeption was given
at the Elks Aunitorium.
.

AsSpecial mention is due the two
At- Clovis bands for the help they
gave during the entertainment
and without them it would have
been a "quiet" affair. The
ladies band have already been
PROMINENT BANKERS HERE
engaged
to travel in a special
On account of the extended
list of members who attended, coach to the Childress meeting
the News is unable to publish next year. Clovis people are
their names, but amonp the proud of their two excellent
most prominent bankers ir. the bands.
country who were here were.
Not An Issue
William F. Ramsey of Dallas,
There is positively no sane
Chairman of the Federal Reserve
reason for bringing up the proboard.
J. W. Hoopes of Dallas, Vice hibition question in this camGovernor and member of the paign. That matter has been
fought out in a bitter struggle
Federal Reserve board.
It made enemies
W. P. Andrews, Cashier of the and settled.
First Nacionol Bank of Fort of people that were once friends,
it divided churches, lodges, soWorth.
E. W. Hightower of the Stock- cieties and even families, so why
yards National Bank of Fort keep it revived? The sooner it
is forgotten, the better,, but Oh,
Worth.
W. M. Massy of Fort Worth no! Some newspapers and politicians think it is a winning card
National Bank.
keep playing it at every
and
P. G. Walton, V. P. of the
election
and affair that comes up.
England
New
National Bank of
It is being used by some office
Kansas City.
Chas. E. Waite, President of seekers in this election as their
the Stockyards National Bank chief qualification for office.
Without it they probably realize
Kansas City.
V.
P.
Moore,
Chas
Southwest that they could not hope to win.
National Bank of Commerce, Possibly they should not be
censured for this, but the News
Kansas City.
Ira E Gaskell Assistant Cash believed the people are onto the
National Bank, game and are not going to vote
ier Dovers
for a candidate simply because
Kansas City.
W. H. Childress, representa- he haa no other qualifications
tive Dovers National Bank of than that he was a "pro" or
"and."
Kansas City.
F. W. Fleming, a banker and
Walkers Window
V. P. K. C. Life Ass'n Kansas
One of the most inviting and
Citj.
attention getting show windows
D. T. Beals, cashier Interstate ever displayed in Clovis was
that
National Bank Kansas City.
of the Walkers Meat Market,
Jos Miller of the Commercial which has arranged a mill wheel
Trust Company Kansas City.
turning round, while in the pond
W. H. Fuqua, President F. N. below
were ducks, fish, frog3
Bank of Amarillo.
and turtles swimming in the
S. F, Sellenberger, President water.
In the center of the
National Bank of Commerce, window stood a large cactus of
Amarillo.
the stag horn variety while
President, ferns and lilies were profusely
Wheatley,
Ray
Arrarillo Bank and Trust Co.
displayed. Above was a cage
Ford Brandenberg, Vice Pres. containing a red squirrel which
First National Bank Amarillo.
appeared to be contented in his
J. S. Chesnutt, Asst. Cashier unusual surroundings.
For
First National Band Amarillo.
originality, Walker takes the
C. W. Ware, Cashier Amarillo premium.
National Bank, Amarillo.
Earl Fuqua, banker. Amarillo.
C. Shorett, who formerly conducted the Sanitary barber shop
OFFICERS ELECTED
The following officers were is up from Artesia.
elected for the ensuing year:
F. E.
Durham. President,
v. vr'r
Lockney Texas. B. E. Finley,
VV.
O.
V. Pres., Pampa Texas.
f
Oldham, V. President. Portales
New Mexico. F. E. Chamber
lain,
Clarendon
Treasurer,
Texas. R. A. Underwood, Sec
retary, Plainview Texas.
This is the first time in the
history of the organization that
a New Mexico man has been
honored with an office in the
association.

Losses of Many Ships and Thousands of Men.
It Occurred in the North Sea.

valley responded to roll call.
Luncheon was had at the Harvey
house At 12:30 and in the evening the members and visitors
attended the barbecue at the
Shipley Brothers ranch, The
meeting was in session the
greater portion of the day and
extended until late into the
evening, when some interesting
papers on clinical cases were
read.
The visitors included Doctors
Younger of Ardmore Oklahoma,
and Clark of Artesia.
Portales was selected as the
next meeting place and the
following officers were elected
for the ensuing year:
President, Dr. Willard of Portales; V. president, Dr. Garmony
of Portales; Secretary, Dr. T. E.
Dunaway, of Portales.

London, June 2. Picking its besides those acknowledged to
way from its base in the Kiel have been sunk was not small.

canal, the German high seas
fleet on Wednesday afternoon
entered the North seas and olf
the coast of Jutland engaged a
British fleet throughout
the
afternoon and night in what
probably was the greatest naval
battle in the world's history so
far as tonnage engaged and tonnage uestroyed was concerned.
When the battle ended Great
Britain had lost the battle cruisers Queen Mary, Indefatigible
Invincible, the cruisers Defense,
Black Prince and Warrior and
eight torpedo boat destroyers,
while the German battleship
Pommern had been sent to the
bottom by a torpedo and the
cruiser Wiesbaden sunk by the
British gunfire.
In addition,
several German torpedo craft
were missing and the small
cruiser. Frauenlob, had last been
seen badly listing and was believed to have gone to the
bottom.
These loses have all
been admitted by Great Britain
and Germany.

Houk Brothers
Deserve Credit
It is seldom that anything of
this nattiro is commented upon
by newspapers, but as it is a
matter of vital concern to the
public, it should have mention.
It is certainly commendable in
the Honks Brothers, proprietors
of the Star Market on West
Grand Avenue, when they refused to purchase meat that
they thought should not be sold
their customers. Many markets
would have taken it at the
tempting price. Houk Brothers
turned it down and the officers
can tell you the rest. In addition we have noted that all
their butcher stock is of the very
best in the country and that
they understand their business
Courtesy and accomodation is
their motto and with such
principles they are winning a
large and ever increasing trade.

a fitting manner, W. H
Fuqua, president of the First
National Bank of Amarillo, pre
sented the claims of Childress
Texas as the next meeting place
It was
for the convention.
chosen unanimously.
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Smithson,

the Grady

estate dealer, was in town

Wednesday. He reports a heavy
rain in the Grady country Sunday evening, also some destruc-

.
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FIGHT WAS PROLONGED
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REPORTS CONFLICTING

The reports from both sides
are conflicting and the number
of men killed may never be exactly known except to the nations effected as each side tries
tominnimize its losses for the effect it will have on their people,
but one thing is certain and that
is that the Germans, while heavy
losers, held the field as evidenced
by the fact that they picked up
many survivors from British
ship3 that went down.
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LIFE LOST

The battle lasted from six
o'clock in the evening until one
o'clock in the morning and was
a fight to a 'finish. In several
instances the entire crews of
ENGLAND CONCEDES LOSSES
nine hundred men went to the
In addition to Great Britain's bottom.
conceded losses, Germany claims
GERMANS MUCH ELATED
that the battleship Warspite,
Germany
was wildly exultant
sister ship of the Queen Elizaof
victory, flags were
naval
the
beth, and one of the largest and
unfurled
everywhere,
schools
most powerful ships afloat, had
been sunk; that the battleship were dismissed and ThanksgivMarlborough, a vessel of 25,000 ing services were held. It was
tons, had been hit by a torpedo evident that the victory was reand a submarine had been de- garded as another step toward
stroyed.
Great Britain also peace.
addd to Germany's acknowledged losses, with the claim that
Wreck Near Woodward
one dreadr.aught of the Kaiser
Train service has been delayclass -- vessels of 21,700 tons and
ed east since Monday on account
carrying a complement of 1,088
of a wreck to No 114, the Kansas
men had b.en attacked and
VOTE FOR
City Express at a high embankdestroyed by British torpedo
ment on the North Canadian just
C. V. Steed for Probate craft; that another battleship of east of Woodward, Oklahoma.
the same class was believed to
The engine and baggage coaches
Judge.
have been sunk by gunfire; that
plunged down the embankment,
one battle cruiser had been
F. A. Cooke for County blown up and two others damag- which had been weakened by
the high water from the inSurveyor.
ed and that a submarine also had
rains, into ten feet of
cessant
been sent tr the bottom.
Vote for those who will be At least 150 fihips on both sides w ater. The body of the fireman
"servants" not "masters" of encaged in the great naval battle has not been recovered and was
either washed down stream or
and the damage toother ships
the people.
is buried under the engine. The
engineer was also injured. No
train service has been had
k.vj since the accident and 'it willeast
;':
;'
be
'
several days before passengers
.
.';.;
.... .'..;
'.' I''. ' r'

CHILDRESS GETS CONVENTION

In

MUCH

England has admitted loss of
approximately five thousand men
on the ships sunk and the best
reports
from Germany place
their losses at approximately
four thousand.
Englands loss
included a rear Admiral and the
captains of several ships.
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BANQUET

v 1

The entertainment was completed Wednesday evening at 7
o'clock with a banquet at the

The band that was largely instrumental in securing the Bankers Convention for Clovis at
Hereford a year ago and one of the bands that helped to entertain them here this week.

tive hail, which in spots fell as
large as hen eggs. The wheat
crop was much be nefitted by the
soaker.
Will and Dick Polk and families. Dr. J. D. Lynch and Pearl
Sammons and wife were up from
Melrose Tuesday to attend the
bankers convention.
J. S. Edwards, former Clovis
banker, who is now located at
Slaton, was among the visitors
attending the convention Tuesday and shaking hands with old
friends.

THE CLOVIS NEWS
SAFETY-FIRS-

T

BEGINS

TRAIN

1
iT

h

.V

'

lunching al fresco with the two vet- SHELLS BOUND FOR VERDUN
eran Sileslans, Max von Qsllwtts and
Kemus von Woyrsch, two of Falkon-hayn'ablest generals, who themselves
handle great armies. The kaiser stands
cloaked and obviously shivering beside a small camp table In an open
yard, while a minor figure of the genEven Kaiser Wilhelm Awaits the eral staff pours a glass of Ithlne wine
for his Imperial master. One of the
Pleasure of His Chief
strangest phases of the great war, by
the way, Is the passing of the kaiser's
of Staff.
power Into the Iron hands of the staff
He goes hern and there
in the field.
at their bidding; be waits on Von
ARMY
GERMAN
BRAINS OF
Fulkenhayn's plans 'tike a lost soul
staying for wastage.'
"Falkenhayn's
plan Is Napoleon's
own in the face of terrific wastage.
No Diplomacy, No Government or Ad'I took the son of a peasant, was the
ministration Influence Has Any
conqueror's vaunt, 'and made him a
of
Head
Weight With the
marshal or a duke when
found he
the Ceneratstab.
had talents.' Von lllndenburg Is a
London.
Erie von Kalkenhayn Is case In point. He was tho comic butt
of the army during the autumn mathe brains of the German army.
The "military domination of Prua- - neuvers. Behind his buck smarter and
younger generals tapped their foresiu." which Mr Awiultli declared must
be "wholly and finally destroyed." has heads with derisive meaning. But Von
Fulkenhayn knew his man; knew that
Its sent und center In the famous
was In the Kast Prussian
which Is quite an excep his home
tlonal theocracy of war. "In peace marshes; knew that he had made this
lield of Invasion the study of his life,
time " savs Ignatius 1'hnyre. "the Berund
called him In bot haste from quiet
on the
lin Kriegsinlulnlerium,'
games of 'skat' In Hanover, whore the
near Ih Austrian enibnssy.
old fellow was ou the shelf when the
Is much like any other war office. But
Hussiuns broke Into Germany."
the moment mn'ilHntlon Ib complete,
and before the first gun Ib fired, the
Lays Egg.
Hen, Twenty-nine- ,
M. ChurleB Humbert, senutor from
real war thinkers hurry out to the Held
Dayvllle, Conn - Spanish Annie a the Mouse district, examining shells
and throw off every vestige of civil
hen, owned by nnd other ammunition to be shipped
authority even that of the imperial
Col .lames Blaiirhurd, celebrated by to the Verduu front. The photograph
throne Itself.
laying an egg, the first In several gives a view of a field literally cov"The kaiser is Invited' to grand years.
ered with Bhells.
headquarters at Thiclt. in Flanders, or
Verdun. In France, when big attacks
are to be made, hut the emperor Is
only a visitor. He Is now
In name nlone. for the real war lord Is
Krlc von Kalkenhayn. chief of staff
of the German armies and directing
" 'You say you
have lived so many
With
Thoroughness
brain or all the others from tho Bal- Amazing
years at N? Can you tell mo where
kans to Bagdad
HanAre
you lived there?"
Which Travelers
"It Is bard to convey an Idea of this
"I name a street and tho number of
Von
man's absolute domination.
dled at Border.
a house which I know to exist In N,
tho foreign minister, has no conbut where I have never lived.
trol over hlin, nor has the imperial
" 'You know of course the streot Y?
chancellor. Doctor von Bethmnnn-lloll-weg- .
SOLES RIPPED FROM SHOES Can you tell me what the square at
No diplomacy, no governmental
the end of It is called?'
or administrative
influence hns any
"I give the necessary reply. I have
weight whatever with the head of the
to tell the whereabouts of the post
Ceiieralstnh.
The military tall now Fountain Pens Emptied and Probed, office, the palace,
such and such a
wags the (iermun dog. Tho central
Clothes Carefully Examined Untheater, shops and statues
any
empires and their allies are Inexorably
Light-M" 'Now will you follow mo,' says one
der Rays of Powerful
ruled from tho field, where Fnlken-hnQuestions Asked.
of the lieutenants, and guides me to a
and his staff carry out the war
corridor, along both sides of which
In complete strategic supremacy.
There is no miracle of run cublcloB.
London
We enter one of the
popular
"F.ven
idols and great leadthoroughness more amazing cubicles.
ers like Von Hlndenhurg and Von German
traveler
which
search to
8oles Ripped Off.
Mackenseii thnt stern ascetic who than the
have to submit on entering Germany.
" 'Will you have the goodness to
taught the crown prince In Danzig
a
in
This border search Is described
undress but. first of all, please take
nre mere Instr'iiiicnts In the chief's
newspaper by a correspondent
off your boots.' The lieutenant takes
I'YlKenhnyu is as infallible as London
lunula
paper Ketch, who has
llussiun
of
the
Hie pope, le.w that the Kriecschule
eiiloriiig the hoots and hands them over to a
Just performed the feat of
Is broken ip and the nmke belleve
staying soldier.
and
Warneinunde
" 'Have no fear. We shall rip
Krler.fpiel t uuslalcd Into the cple Germany at
them
saya:
He
In
llerlln.
some time
open and take off the heels, but we
arena of real war.
shore
on
taken
are
"The paSBetigors
will sew them up again and return in
Was nn Army Failure.
in single Hie and directed to a
"Von
lalk Mihayn is easily the We enter a lurge cotupurtnieiit parti- good condition.'
"All my body, right down to my feet
youngest of Germany's military leadtioned off by wooden bars lute a seers, being barely fifty four.
Vet. like ries of long stalls. Our passports are and nails, Is carefully Inspected by
Papa lliiidenburg. he was an army taken away from us am! wo are ad- means of an electric lamp. The lining
failure, and drifted rather aimlesslv mitted one by one into the next com- of my suit Is all ripped open, but Is
not sewn up again. The contents of
out to China In search of
partment through a apeclal door.
my pockets are carefully examined.
opportunity In a troubled land. Ills
Questions.
With
Bombarded
The lieutenant takes his glasses and
chnin-came with the lloxer rebellion,
"1 am admitted Into a small room,
when
bis urbane capacity quickly where, behind tho counter, are throe looks through my passport, opens my
made bin, Gorman governor of Tien- German olllcers, a lieutenant and two watrh, looks at Its mechanism, reads
the trade mark of the manufacturers,
tsin after that city was stormed by subs.
and then takes ray fountain pen, pours
the allied troops of course with the
"At first ermio the usual questions:
Prussian machine 'housing' all. Count Name?'
Why?' and then. out the Ink. and probes Its Inside with
Whero?a hatpin.
von Waldorsee had supremo command.
What Is your profession?'
"'What can one hide there?' I
"Kalkenhayn next became president
"I name a certain branch of busiasked.
,
represent.
of the provisional government In
to
chose
ness which
" 'Have you never seen pendants,
on
" 'You are going to Germany
tind began to attract the kaiser's
rings
and other things? You hold
first
time.
to
the
Itecnlled
notice for
business?'
them up tn the light, and through a
" Yes.Berlin, he was reinstated In that rani
bling pile nn the Kocnignplatz. nnd
" With what firms and In what tiny little point you see highly magviews of cathedrals, of mounwore once morn the broad red troutowns do you Intend doing business?" nified
tains, or of towns, etc. Well, you can
sers stripe of the general stuff. From
"I give the names and addresses of
redo the same with any document
that time onward the man never
few firms
buck, mounting higher and
looked
lieutenant reaches duce It photographically and carry It
"An energetic
higher in Hie great machine, and at from one of tho numerous Bhelves a at the bottom of your fountain pen.'
"My boots were brought In, and,
last succeeding Von Moltke ns chief directory Btid checks my statement.
" 'Gut.
of Btaff. after that general's dlsgruee
Where have you been liv- Indeed, on the soles one could see new
neat stitches.
following on the Maine retreat.
ing recently?'
"I breathe freely once more, dress
fact of Kalken-hayn'"An extraordinary
"I give the name of a neutral counand go on the platform.'
career Is his personal ascend- try.
" How long have you lived there?'
ancy.
Ills power over the emperor Is
a source of continual amazement to
"I reply.
FOR ZEPPELINS
SCARECROW
" 'And whence are you proceeding
rlvlllnn Germany. 'Our sovereign Is
hypnotized by this general,' you will from Germany?'
British Have Dummy Gun on Coa
"I name a town In another country.
hear people sny. and certain It Is thnt
to Terrify Raiders Bit of Anadpermanent
your
Is
grand
headquar"'And what
the kaiser hunts the
cient Strategy.
ters with something like nervous fear dress?'
"I again glvo a reply
of the mighty military camarilla withLondon. Sir William Cleldor's rev
"Without saying a word the lieuin Its humble walls
latlona as to the use of a dummy
tenant hands to tho captain a few wooden gun in a Zeppelin
His Law Is Supreme.
menaced
I
reeognlxo their red
"Before tne as I write is a (iermun Baedekers.
east roast town have been much disbindings.
showing
the
phntopraph
cussed In London. This gun, which
was duly guarded by soldiers, was
intended to terrify the Gormane.
SOLDIERS TUNNELING INTO A MOUNTAIN
For a similar piece of strategy we
must go back to the Frauco-Brltis"i
mumnrnm
'v'v,;i
hihijii,i tgnta 'W.iw'.yi
mih
expedition to China In I860. A French
historian tells us that when the allied
1
L
forces arrived at I'chtang they saw
before them two small forts. Not a
"
soldier was visible In or near them.
L:
Jv
VV- ' .'.wihiwii)wwi
f
Day was declining and the allies
though fearing an ambush, decided te
venture Into the forts. They found
on the ramparts two or three wooden
.
guns encircled with Iron, and these
had been abandoned by the defenders. A few mines of primitive con
struction bad been laid around them,
and were removed by the French en
glneers.
Dummy guns, as Macaulay shows
us, must have been employed by the
forces of Burajah Dowlah In the battle of Plassey. The Nabob had with
him 40,000 Infantry armed with firelocks, pikes, swords, bows and arrows.
"They were accompanied by fifty
pieces of ordnance of the largest size,
each tugged by a long team of white
oxen, and each pushed on from be
I ins photoga.pli
gives one a vivid Idea of bow for live months the Italians hind by an elephant." In the cannoncommanded by the younger Garlbuldl. of the Alplnl command, tunneled Into ade the artillery of the Nabob, though
three Bides of the Col di Lana In tho Dolomite Alps and blew the summit of assisted by a few small French guns,
the mountain, garrisoned by Austrian Jaegers, completely off with tons of "did scarcely any execution." Guns,
powerful explosives. Like thu Italians, the British soldiers seen here, are tun- oxen and baggage remained In the
neling their wuy Into a mountain "Bouiewhere in the fighting tone." Not the power of the conqueror.
heavy steel girder used In supporting the overhead weight

VOtl FALKENIIAYN

TOUR

Ifl

REAL WAR LORD

Pi

1

President WIlRon and liln cabinet witnessed tho 8tnrt of the United
special, which left Washington May
for a
States government Safety-Klrs- t
visit to L'tMl cities and towns. After It has been over I lie lines on which It
tailed it will bo switched to some other trunk line. The train, consisting of
12 steel coaches containing exhibits which illustrate the work of tho various
federal bureaus in saving Hie and property, Is drawn by two engines. Kach
far carries the United StateH seal, shown partially In this picture. On the
!"ft, reading toward the center, are Secretaries Kedilcld, (injury, Lansing,
ami Daniels. In the center is Daniel .). Wlllnrd. president of the li;ic. Ou
the extreme right Ih Secretary Ilake.r, and next to him Secretary Wilson.
1

COMFORT

ON

IjuTTttSaTs

TRAINsTDEATHS

Fatalities en Railroad Lines, Caused
PUBLIC HA8 LITTLE
CAU8E FOR COMPLAINT.

TRAVELING

Railroads Make Consistent Efforts to
Soms
Please Their Passengers
Minor Deficiencies That Might
Call for Correction.
Attention of the railroads has been
called to the deficiencies of the dining
servler, Kathleen Mills writes In
AmoiiB others tho suggestion
baa been made that a neutly framed
car announcing
sign be placed In
the time for the respective meals and
tho kind of service a In carlo or tal.t.:
d bote to tuke the place of the noisy
calls" so fnnillinr to all travelers,
end that when a train Dears Its linal
stopping place around meal hours no
table in tho dining enr shall bo dismantled while any passenger remains
at a table.
On some lines, It has been noled,
the mirting and stopping of trains Is
done In a Jerky manner, which does
out conduce to the comfort of passengers and tho coupling of sleepers
tn the night Is often accompanied by
erashes that awaken tho traveler with
fright.
It haB been suggested that when
lines traverse Interesting scenic or
historic country, trains should bo
equipped with small phonographs to
announce points of interest, or that
informative placards be conspicuously
llsplayed stating on which sido of the
train the various points of Interest lie
tnd at what hour tho train Is due to
pass them. At way stations, whore
Wo or more trains pull through at approximately tho same tiinn, Instead of
having an announcer call tho trains
tnd their various stops, the use of a
small sign on each car might give tho
train number, the various stops to be
made and tho destination.
There Is another side to this situation which most of ub do not consider.
We pay for our tickets and think It
should buy everything for our comfort: wo give little heed to the fact
companies
that the transportation
take great pains to make ua comfortable as we would be In our own homes
more so. Small electric lampB
with frosted globes to relieve the
glare on the eyes are furnishod for
one to read by In his berth; there Is
plenty of distilled Ice watir provided,
with Individual drinking cups. Individual towels and soap, and on some
roads and steamships even electric
curling Irons for women. There are
screens for the windows, comfortable
seats, hassocks for the feet, Btenm
heat and electric fans. On ChrlBtmas
tnd other holidays every endeavor is
made to make the Journey noteworthy.
On all through trains and all
passenger steamers there are
menus particularly appropriate to the
day.
Sometimes these are elaborate
and are given to tho passenger In the
way of a souvenir, and can bo mailed
to friends freo of charge. This year
wo noticed holiday banners and posters wishing the traveler the season's
greetings.
If anything for the comfort of tho traveler has been overlooked. It would almost seem to be
accidental.
first-cIss- b

Electricity on Trains.
who wonder how the electricity used for lighting trains, operating fans In coaches and the like Is
generated should know that It comes
tynlne generator which is
from
nsually geared to the axle of the car,
the motion of the train operating It
and supplying the current at no cost
but that of "deterioration of roach
Those

by Carelessness. Constantly Show
a Substantial Increase.

Fatalities in railroad accidents so
far as passengers nre concerned have
decreased In this country. Several of
tlm most Important railroad lines In
their campaign for safety have been
able to announce that no deaths have
resulted to travelers upon their roads
for periods ranging from one to five
years. Fatalities to trespassers, however, have Increased proportionally
seven times an much as have deaths
of passengers.
A recent reict gives the number
of rcspasscrs tilled In.--'t year a' a. 171,
and for the preceding ::." years as
1K1.IS0.
This appalling ligure represents fi'i per ient of nil ihe ral'rond
fatalities In the fulled States. This
percentage In remarkably i"iHHt.i!:t.
A if"
Cnzctte exAs the Itallwa
presses it
"The more railroads there are and
run the
the more traitei tliere m
greater Is the hazard that they will
1:111
persons who persist In walking
on the track, and apparently the novo
people there are Im the Vniterl States
the more trespassers tliere are."
The railroads have ndeuvrro! to
have the states a t and have also attempted to deal with It themselves.
They have policed their trucks and
have arrested trespassers, but according to tho court re ords these persons
went unpunished because the Judges
refused to convict them and loinl authorities refused to stand the expense
of their Imprisonment.
At a meeting of the Association of
In
San
Superintendents
Railroad
Francisco K. W. Camp said thnt his
efforts to Interest various state legislatures In a bill to make trespassing
a misdemeanor were In almost every
ease futile. Where It received any
favor nt all the bill was niado almost
One InInoperative by limitation.
stance that he mentioned was a proviso that it "should not apply to pickets during a strike."
:

SET

A

NEW SAFETY

RECORD

Gratifying
Year 1915 Showed
crease of Accidents on the Country's Railroad Lines.

De-

Nineteen hundred and fifteen set a
new record. The greatest Improvement In safety of railroad operation
over recorded for a year Is Bhown by
:he annual accident bulletin of tho Interstate commerce comnit: .lon. Tho
total number of persons killed was
In excess of il.fiiio, but of these only
222 were passengers, the others being
employees of the lines, Including
freight as well as passenger service,
track workers and employees at divisional points, and trespassers o:i tho
rights of way, Including pedestrians
and passengers of tho genus hobo, riding either on the trucks or in "side-doo- r
Pullmans." The striking fact In
the figures 1b that of approximately
passengers cnrrled only
1,000,0110,000
22a wero killed. The number cf persons Injured was much greater, but
the cause of the decrease In the number of passengers Injured In any way
is to be found In tho reduced number
The number
of the train accidents.
of such accidents In 1915 was 11,542,
as against 15,00(1 the year before, a
decrease of 32 per cent. The number
of collisions fell mere than 33 per
cent; showing, as we nay suiposo, a
much wider use cf the block signal
system as well as higher grades of
efficiency In many mechanical and dispatching departments.
Thousands of Passenger Cars.
There are 51,490 passenger cars on
the railroads of this country.
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STRICT SEARCH

MAY AVOID PAII1
Need Only Trust to Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable compound, tayiMrs.Kurtzweg.
..-- .
Mv Hunphter. whose
xt v
troubled
i herewith, was much
picture
a,:rli nnitl
r IMIIMIUI
in llAP
back and tide every
'month and they
would sometimes be
so bad that it would
seem like acute In
flammation of some
'organ, bhe read
your advertisement
in the newspaper
and tried Lydia E.
Pinkham' Vegetable Compound,
She praise it highly a she has been
relieved or all tnese pains oy iia uoo.
All mothers should know of this remedy,
and all young girls who suffer should
MATILPA KUKTZWBO, C29
try "-High St, Buffalo, N. Y.
Young women who are troubled with
painful or irregular periods, backache,
sensation,
headache, dragging-dowfBinting spells or indigestion, should
take Lydia E. Pinkham' Vegetable
Thousands have been reCompound.
stored to health by this root and herb
remedy.

it

Mrs.

n

you know of any young-womawho ii nick and needs helpthe
ful ml vice. aNk her to write toCo..
Lydlu lMnkluun Medicine
Lynn, Mass. Only women will

If

receive lier letter, nnd It will, be)
held In strictcHt cuuildcnce.

WHO IS

Trt
A J

mi.u are made miser
able by kidney and
bladder trouble. Thou- -

lit Kilmer's
li Ltithe iVI
great kidney remedy. At

Bwarop-Bodrug-lin- e

and duller slsee. Tou
In
may receive a sample else bottle by Parrel f'oit. alio pamphlet telling about It.
Co., lllnghuntoo,
Addreu Dr. Kilmer
N. V.. anil eocluae ten cents, also mention
this paper.
fltty-vu-

Persistent Canada Thistle.
The cttiisu of tho remarkable vitality
of Cuiiadn thistle and the point that
distinguishes It from other prickly
plants that are commonly mistaken for
It Is the long cordlike perennial root.
This root penetrates the soil to a depth
of eight to fifteen Inches or more and
gives rise at frequent Intervals to leafy
shoots. Thus It will often be found
that an entire patch of thistles 1 attached to one root and Is In reality
but one plant. Tho root Is exceedingly
hardy und emi llvo over winter or
through a prolonged drought in a dormant condition. Pieces of the root
that are broken off by a plow or cultivator nnd carried to other places will
await a warmT moist period and then
begin to send up leafy shoots, thu establishing a now patch forthwith. If
the leafy stems are cut down, other
will hi sunt up to tako their place and
this process may be repeated from two
to eight times before tho root becomes
exhausted.
Feminine Punctuality.
I'utienco Is a virtue, we are told.
If that Is so, a certain young man in
a certain provincial town Is truly virtuous.
(in a recent evening he stood at a
street corner, reforring now aad then
to his watch with an anxious air. Presently a girl, with a young Covent garden nn her bead, approached.
"What a time you've kopt me waiting, Maud!" suld the youth, in gentle
reproach.
The girl tossod her hoad defiantly.
"It's only Just seven o'clock," she
retortod, "and I didn't promise to be
here until 6:30!"
"Yes," sighed the young man Badly, "but you've mistaken the day. I've
been waiting here since last night I"
Colored Help.
The Ono - What kind of help have
you now colorod?
The Other Yes. green. Harper's
Magazine.

"He who has health
has hope,
And he who has hope
has everyihlnf."
( Arabian

Provtrb)

Sound health is largely

a matter of proper food
which must include certain
mineral elements best derived from the field grains,
but lacking in many foods.

Grape-Nut-

s

made of whole wheat and
malted barley, supplies all
the rich nourishment of
the grains, including their
vital mineral salts phosphate of potash, etc, most
necessary for building and
energizing the mental and
physical forces.

"There's a Reason"
Sold by Grocers everywhere.
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VIMS
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SYNOPSIS.
J
Automobile of Miss Dorothy Upton and
friend, Mrs. Kune, breaks down at New
Mi'Xlio border pnlrol cump commanded
by Lieutenant Kyiiitnton. Tlie two women
are on way to mine of MIhs Vpton'n father, lneaU-- o few miles across the MexiKynnnton leaves women at
can border.
his vamp whllu lie km with a ileiall to
Investigate report of Villa Kun runners.

8ome people think that the
averago kind of patriotism Is
queer thing. For Instance, up to
the time that Villa raided Columbus, N. M., American gun
and ammunition traders sold
munitions to the bandit on the
sly and Villa used this material
to shed Innocent American
blood. Do you think those munition "runners" are traitors, or
merely "good business men?"
'

CHAPTER

I

Continued.

silver-mounte-

ST. LOUIS COLISEUM, DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION HALL

CHAPTER II.
The Emerald Bell.

vauL.

(JcoraeB.

"Confound your little sword, sir. I
don't soe why tbe deuce you people
can't have your fights so tar within
your own borders that we will not
have to mount guard over you. Every
blossod one of you, when be starts a
fight, gets one foot on tbe American
line and then thumbs his nose at tbe
other party. If you did It twenty
miles south of tbe line you'd be caugbt.
Gather up those pack mules, cor
poral."
The three loose pack mules, which
had been flogged down the hill by
tbelr owners lest they, too, should fall
Into the hands of the pursuing party,
were grazing peacefully at the line,
eagerly snatching such mcsquit beans
as they could reach.
Corporal Welsh rounded them up
and was driving them well into American territory when a shout from the
pursuing, party made him turn. An
officer clad In a Fronch military cap,
a Mexican blouse, very dirty white
trousers, and straw slippers, rode forward, saluting Kynaston punctiliously.
"I have the honor to request, sir,"
he said courtoously, "that in accordance with the terms of the treaty that
has existed between our two countries
tho raiders who bavo just crossod into
American territory be turned back to
answer to Mexican law."
"They've got a Job, sir," commented Corporal Welsh. "They nln't got
no law except what they make whiles
you wait."
"I am sorry, sir, but It is Impossible
that Is, unlcBs they dosire to be returned to Mexican control."
Kynaston's eyes twinkled as he soberly asked the refugee officer if he
desired to be so returned. In answer,
that gentleman, standing not upon
ceremony, openly bolted fifty yards
farther Into American territory. The
Amorlcan cavalrymen grinned appreciatively.
"If you cannot deliver the prisoners I make formal requisition on you,
sonor, for the loads of those pack
mules. Those men have come from
Ucnoral Zapata In the south and have
looted as they came. Houses, men,
women, and children; aye, senor, and

Day after day lie had sat by his
tent wutcltlnx the little parties of rebel
burso riding tlio lino on the lookout
for tbo Auierlcuns who should succeed
In evading the law that prohibited gun
running; for In those days almost any
one would talis a chance with a rillu
worth Its weight In coined silver and
cartridges selling openly for fifteen
conts apiece. And gun running was
nimle easier by the reason of the fact
that the smuggler muut be caught red
bunded In the act of carrying the arms
across tho very line itself; for any
American citizen could legally own
thousand rides within tun feet of tb
boundary.
"It's the same old tale, of courso,
reflected Kynaston as bo trotted let
surely down tbe gentle slopo that led
to tbe Santa Mesa flats, from which
the land sloped south to the Great
Ranges, whore the miners were pray
Ing for peace that should allow them
to work undiBturbeil the great oro
boils tbut hold the wealth of the ages
"Twenty mllen, I suruoso, and then
a rltlo back
Whut Is It, corporal?"
Corioral Welsh had c no baek from
the "point" of three men that was
riding In advance of tho party to give
timely warning of any rebels who
might bo on the road.
"It's tiring, sir. I think, off to the
southeast.
Listen, sir."
It was tiring beyond a doubt. The
men sut with Intent fuees, listening to
tbe sporadic sputter of tho shots. The
scratch of a mutch as a man lit a clgarette broke the siluuee.
Kynaston raided his right band over
bis houd, tbo fist clenched, and raised
and lowered It quickly thrice. The
little squud automatically formed In
column of twos and broke into
dteudy trot, following closely on the
heels of their officer aa be pushed on
up the valley which, they well knew,
opened out beyond the trees.
I p, up, up they pushed till the live
oaks gave place to plnyon pines, and
the pines to bowlders. There, where
the rocks ran out Into scrub and the
red earth showed like a blood-stalagainst the setting sun, they saw and
beard again the cause of the tiring.
Far away against the southern Bky
they saw the tail huts of the Villa
revolutionists outlined among the
grass stems and the dark shadows of Swept
Off His Sombrero In an Ex
the mcsquit. Occasional flashes of
aggerated Bow.
red fire from tbe summit of the bill
showod where tholr line was forniod even the convents have not boon sainstinctively, Kynaston looked for cred from them.
tho men at whom they were firing. To
'Money, Jewels, and treasures have
his left he saw a stirring among tbo they taken, and they have left the
boulders; even as he watched he saw land bare behind them as the rice
the defenders move out In an attempt Holds of tho South when the flight of
to gain the Americau aide of the line, tue langostas has passed.
There were about twenty of them:
'I ask that this loot be returned to
they camo down the hillside as a tree me to bo returned to the men who
falls, intent only on gaining the sure owned It. That mule yonder is loaded
refuge of the line of pollard willows with tho treasure that they havo stothat marked the limit of Mexican
len for the purpose of using It to buy
That the Villlstas wore aftr arms and ammunition to' help tbetr
them could not be doubted, for th tottering causo."
rush of maddened horsemen swirled
He pointed to the pack mule as he
down tho hill as chips suck into a spoke, and Kynaston saw that the
whirlpool.
The fleeing Carranzlatas, aparejo fairly bulged with
seeing the Intent In tholr enemies' packages that showed plainly as the
gait, and knowing right well what animal swayed to and fro, rubbing its
'
would happeu should they come to sides against a tree.
hand grips with their pursuers, poured
"Sorry, old follow, but I can't bolp
across the international line almost in you there, either," he said pleasantly.
front of Kynaston. The leader, a very "I can't rob Poter to pay Paul more
much bedraggled captain of Infantry, espoclolly." he added sotto voce, "as
came forward somewhat breathlessly I am morally sure that Paul Is about
Honor captn. i, I kisa your hands ten degrees worse than Peter.
and foot!"
"Uather up tho outfit, corporal, and
Kynaston bad the grace to look at take their arms and ammunition. Take
those solfRamo hands and feet, and, the bolts out of tholr rlflos and stow
set Ing that they were in condition to all tho ammunition near my sleeping
be embraced as was suggested, grinned place. We'll make caaip here tonight
behind bis hand as hn made answer:
and get back to our camp after moon- "I am very glad to meet you. You rise."
So they got tholr supper cooked by
are familiar, I presume, with tbe requirements of international law when greasewood fires, and, after letting
an armed party crosses the line of a their torses rest a couple of hours,
neutral stato?
Surrender must be sot out on tbe back trail. Tbe little
made at once, and your party will be party of escaped federals was under
Interned at some point to be desig- careful guard, for Kynaston well knew
nated later by tbe proper authorities." that, given tue chance, they would
"Of a certainty!" He reached back give him the slip and scatter on American soil.
and, unhitching his
They would not dare to escape di
machete, swung It forward gracefully.
"Sonor," b aaid, "behold my little rect to Mexico again, for there they
would be shot on sight; but n the
word'"

United States almost any Mexican inhabitant whose sympathies lay with
Carranta would give them shelter and
food till the chance should com to r
smuggle them back to the federal
forces.
Kynaston was very glad at heart
when, topping the long ridge, his prisoners sauntering behind bim, he sighted the camp fires of his permanent
camp.

The desort dawn was breaking when
the little squad of cavalrymen rode up
to their old camp. As be came down
the hill Kynaston could see the gray
blur down in tho valley that told him
that the man had not yet returned
with the new gear tbut should repair
the motor and allow bis visitors to
leave.
Not wishing to wake his guests, Kynaston stood by the fire, where break
fast was cooking, rolling a cigarette,
waiting till the stirring notes of the
mess call should tell the camp that
their meal was ready.
The first note brought Dorothy from
the tent. Smiling her welcome, she
came forward with outstretched hand.
For answer Kynaston motioned to
the little group of prisoners, who were
intently watching the cooks, eager for
the first really square moal in days.
"Oh!" Dorothy walked daintily for
ward, drawing her skirts more closely
about ber as she edged Into the lit
tie group and addressed one of the
men In tho vernacular.
"Cual dlstancla de su casaT" ("How
far are you from home?") she asked.
Instantly tbe man sprang to his feet
and swept off his .ojibrero In an ex-

aggerated
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"Muchas grucias, senora! It Is not
often that it is given to prisoners to
have a beautiful woman express sympathy for them. We are five hundred
miles from homo Indeed, we loyal
Mexicans have no homes. When we
cross the border, driven across the
line after fighting valiantly, our property is confiscated."
A rumble of mutterlngs from the
others attested tbe truth of this.
"Good morning, everybody!" cried
Mrs. Fane, joining tbe party. "What'a
up, Mr. Kynaston?"
"Good morning, Mrs. Fano!" said
the lieutenant. "Nothing In particular up; Just showing off my prisoners,
that's all."
He told how the little group of federals had surrendered to htm, and acquainted her with their complaint ol
persecution.
"It's a shame!" cried Mrs. Fane
"It's a wicked shame that when those
poople wage a legitimate war to sup
press rehollion the revolutionist party
should confiscate their little property
while they oacape acroBS the line tc
save their lives. What Is it, Mr. Ky
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ST. LOUIS COLISEUM

naston?"
For Kynaston was openly grinning
"I'll toll you. I used to sympathize
with them myself before I got to know
them. You see, what they tell you li
only half the truth, Mrs. Fnne. Ask
him" Kynaston pointed to the oftl
cer " If his property Is not going tc
be confiscated by tbe roholB after due
process of law bocauso the law pro
vldes that the property of any person
In the state who shall seek refuge In
another country Is confiscated."
Tbe officer nodded and spat vigor
ously.
"For vida! These rebols are dogs
who live on tbe offal that tholr chiefs
William F. McCombs Is chairman of
throw them. Loot, pillage, and plun
(he Democratic national committee.
der! They know no laws, senora."
"Foco a poco," said Kynaston, still
grinning. "The truth of tho matter
MARTIN H. GLYNN
if thnt when Hucrta was In power and
tho revolution was young, the federals
paxsed a Inw which they called "the
law of the absent ones' to translate
freely which was aimed especially
against the rebels. By tho terms of
that law If any person should take
refuge on the American side of the
line, refusing to submit to Mexican
law, his property should be

j

j

What part In this affair of love
and Intrigue do you think the
aged blind man will play?
(TO Ku

rovTivcua

vAl

if.
Martin

'
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Clynn, former governor

of New York, Is tomporary chairman
of the Democratic convention.

Nomads of ths Desert.
Tho Tuaregs are of the purest Ber
ber stock, the noble families unmixed
with other blood, and, In tholr own
language, they call themselves the
Noble People. Nominally, they are
Mohammedans
and some of their
number compose tho most Intolorant
and warlike sect In Islnra, tho Scnus- site sect Their hatred for the foreigner Is greater even (bin that bred
by their religion, and so they are
more exclusive than ever were the
Chinese or Japanese. Their social
organization divides their Into five
classes, tho nobles, tho priests, tho
serfs, the cross brerdB n nil the slaves
All of theso classes have this that
Is democratic
they form together the
Tuareg family, which holds itself superior to all the other peoples of the

J earth.

Sure 8lgn of Age.

sure sign of advancing uge Is that
the circus elephant Isn't nearly as big
M be used to be.
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"Exnctly what be says," began Mrs.
Fane scornfully.
"Precisely.
Hut when Carranza and
Villa broko and Carranza took over the
government, tho federals began to
come across the line, and the re vol u
ttonists began to put In force the law
that Iluerta had passed."
"Ah, I see!"
Dorothy Joined Kynaston In a smile at the good lady's
look of enlightenment.
"I suppose we may as well have
breakfast, sergeant. If It Is ready.
Keep the prisoners away from those
pack mules. I'll examine the packs
after we have enton. Who Is that
coming down the slopo?"
Dorothy and Mrs. Fane both eagerly looked out across the desert In the
direction of Kynaston's pointed finger.
Far away against tbe dead brown of
tho mesa slopo, where the bowldors
gave way to red earth and plnyon
pine, they saw the figure of a man
tolling Mb way painfully down the
hillside, seeking by tbe aid of a long
stick to learn the devious turns of the
tortuous trail.
"Why. lio's blind!"
Kynaston started forward.
"Look! See bow he pokes forward
for each step before he moves hiB
feet; may be sand blindness.
"Send a man over there, sergeant,
to help him down into tho camp. Up
on my word, Miss Upton, I am seeing
more excitement in the past twenty- four hours than I hare ever seen before along tills part of the line. Let s
go to breakfnRt."
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Cast your bahot for the
people's candidate, one without
a tarnished record C. V. Steed.

iums
'.

fhe News Printing Company

Clovis does not do things by
Publishers.
halves. When we entertain we
J. H. Shepard. Political EJitor. believe in doing the job right.

Entered at the post office at
Vote for C. V. Steed, the
Clovis, N. M. as second class pioneer Curry County citizen for
jaatter under the act of March Probate Judge. He has been
t, 1879.
right here in business tin Clovis
for nine years and his record is
TERMS

OF SUBSCRIPTION

$1.00
50c

One Year
Six Months

Democratic in Politics
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The News is authorized to announce the names of the following as candidates for the respec-

clean.

Its up to you Mr. Voter to put
good clean men in office or hold
your peace for the next two
years. We have had enough of
"gang" misrule in this county
and you should remember the
"past" acts of some of our
officials who were "masters"
not "servants" of the people.

tive offices designated, subject
Without the object of questionto the action of the Democratic ing the qualifications of either
primaries June 10.
Mr. Zerwer or Mr. Await, candi
dates for county clerk, and assuring our readers that to the
State Senator
best of our knowledge, both
L C. MERSFELDER
possess the ability to successfully discharge the duties of the
State Representative
office to which they aspire, in a
MILTON REECE
manner satisfactory to the voters
L. E. SHAW
of Curry county, but to enlighten
many who are not familiar with
Treasurer
the facts, because of the con
flicting campaign stories that are
R. E. BROWN
MORGAN
now current concerning these
J. SIMPSON
candidates, we wish to state that
County Clerk.
Await did not owe the county of
Curry, when he was tried on a
W. C. ZERWER
presentment, as evidenced by a
A. L. AWALT
recent decision of the supreme
court in a Taos county case in
Sheriff.
which the essential facts are in
S. D. DEAN
accord. Await appears to have
D. L. MOYE
been correct in the attitude he
FRED FAHSHOLTZ
had taken. The decision states
that the salary bill is retroactive
Ceunty Commissioners
and that therefore Mr. Await
Again
was not really indebted,
B. L. HAWK of Grady
there is no question in our mind
Gus M. BRYAN of Clovis
but that certain court house
W. B. SHIPLEY, Melrose
gang influences were at work to
Melrose
of
LYNCH
D.
Dr. J.
J. W. MANNING of Hollene whip Mr. Await into line or out
That he was first
of office.
offered bribes and influencing
Tax Assessor
and later when he
promises
AMBROSE IVY
chose to do the right thing by
W. W. MITCHELL
the people was threatened,
JL B. (Uncle Dick) ALDERSON persecuted and prosecuted are
H. M. PYLE
the statements that he made at
GROVER C. BROCK
the time and is making at this
time. Though of course there
Superintendent of Schools were no eye witnesses, except
the parties in interest, certain
Prof. J. M. BICKLEY
things have sin?e transpired that
convinced the close observer that
Probate Judge
Mr. Awalt's statements were
C. V. STEED
correct then and are correct
.maaaWaaaaaaM

District Attorney

FAT HOGS
We will buy your

is keeping A. L. Phillips
nd R. M. Witherspoon, candi

It

dates for County Commissioner
of the Hollene District, busy
these days explaining how, why,
when and whers, in their relationship with Ben Crawford.
A vote for J. W. Manning of
that district will help settle the
question.
Nothing that has ever occurred
in Clovis can result in giving the
town a greater boost than the
bankers convention this week.
With a hundred and fifty bankers from all sections of the
southwest talking about Clovis
and the country surrounding
which they had an opportunity
of seeing, the results from an
advertising
standpoint can
hardly be overestimated. The
News man must confess that we
were astonished at the attendance, which must have been
more than double that at Hereford last year. In attending
that convention, it did not impress us as amounting to much,
but at Clovis it was an entirely
different affair. The satisfaction the bankers expressed in the
entertainment given them and
their favorable comments on the
city and country no doudt indicate that the future benefits to
bs derived from their visit was
worthy rf the effort made to
entert:.!n '.hem arid the expense

thus

ir; .r. uJ.

ine

First National Bank

fat '

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

We
hogs at any time.
have purchased a gathering
pen near the stock yards in
Clovis and by this means
will be able to receive hogs
any day in the week. We

Tin' quality of service rendered by
a bank is a matter of great importance to its patrons. It is our
aim to render the most efficient
service possible with conservative
banking.

intend paying the. highest
market price and insist upon you calling at our office
before selling.

Our old and established connection
with Eastern Banks; enables us to
give you this service.

SUBMIT US YOUR
CATTLE LOANS
None too large for our ability
None too small for our attention.

Doughton & Nichols

WE WANT YOUPw
BUSINESS

-- CALL A- T-

The CASH SHOE STORE
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
haste and batteries from forts
all over the country are en route Roosevelt County Candidates
under sealed orders.
are being Superintendent of Schools.
These precautions
is
preparing I hereby announce as a cantaken while Wilson
his answer, which will take him didate for Superintendent

Ed B. Hawkins.
Commissioner.

You are hereby authorized to
H. Hurd, of Battery "A" of
my candidacy for
announce
Roswell, is here from the Mexioffice of County Commis
the
can border for the purpose of
sioner of Roosevelt County for
securing recruits for the New
precinct No. 1. subject to the
Mexico National Guard. He was
action of the Democratic pri-

detained here for that purpose,
maries.
Lieutenant Miller having gone
Dr. John S. Pierce.
to join his company at Columbus.
Representative.
Mr, Hurd says that it is a posito anYou are authorized
tive shame and a disgrace to the
state that there are not more en- nounce my candidacy for the
office
of Representative of
listing at this critical time.
Roosevelt County, subject to
action of the Democratic
J. M. Crain has opened up a the
primaries.
car repair shop in the building
Coe Howard.
servant is recently occupied by Busby's
now. If a public
County
Clerk
For
dosacrificed upon the alter for
grocery. He has employed sev-eiI hereby announce my candiing his sworn duty, what class
first class mechanics.
dacy for the office of County
of officials can the honest voters
Eb Cunningham, who was for Clerk of Roosevelt County, subof Curry county hereafter exsome time engaged in the barber ject t o the action of the Demopect?
business here has returned after cratic primaries.
Seth Morrison.
The Mexican situation is pre- an absence of several months.
senting some perplexing problems, even to the best of the
diplomats at the present time.
Either President Carrinza is
backed by foreign support or he
is fixing to bump into trouble of
some kind. In his latest note,
By trading with the following merchants and
which the state department
characterized as both insulting
business men you can get free tickets for the
and lacking every phase of diplomacy, he demands the imof the
mediate withdrawal
American troops from Mexico;
accuses the American governGIVEN BY THESE MERCHANTS
ment with insincerity and offers
threats, that if made by a gov-E- VERY SATURDAY AT TH- Eernment that was prepared for
war against a first class power,
would cause them to mobilize at
once. In the meantime, while
waiting for a reply from Washington, the officers of the de
AT 3:00 P. M.
facto government pretend to be
extremely friendly and visit
Denhof Jewelry Co.
Barry Hardware Co.
General Pershing, offering toasts
Clovis National Bank
Elite Confectionery
to Wilson. But Wilson is not to
Southwestern Drug Co.
be betrayed by this wise old fox,
Joinar's Variety Store
Ogg & Boss Cafe
for the cunning and deceiptful-nes- s
The Clovis News
Alfalfa Lumber Co.
of some of the Mexican has
Vencedoria Pool Hall
long been known to your Uncle
Baker Bros. Agency
Samuel and every precaution
City Barber Shop
Walkers Market
will be taken by our forces
Morris Grocery
Smoke House
against surprise attacks from
Mandell Clothing and Dry Goorjs Company
either "friendly" Carranzistas
or outlaw Villaiats. More troops
8
are b'.'ing sen: to tit-- ; bjr.ler i i

FARMERS

!!

SPECIAL FARMERS MATINEE

LYCEUM

aSBMrtweasaMsaoa

wram'S&zazBKZiszaKWk

L. B. GREGG, A.

C. A.

Cashier.

of

is finally dispatched, we look for Democratic primaries.
Miss Sallie G. Bryant.
some language to be used that
will be so "scorching." that
Sheriff.
even a mexican sombrero will
You are authorized to anafford little protection from its nounce my candidacy for the
radient rays. Let us hope that office of Sheriff of Roosevelt
there will be no trouble, but if it Couny subject to the action of
must come, it shouldn't be the Democratic primaries.

hindered by such a small thing
as a presidential election.

A. W. SKARDA, Cashier.

J. BOYKIN. President
SCHEURICH. V. Prfs.

S.

Lawn Hose,
at the present time about ten or Schools of Roosevelt County,
mowers.
of
subject
to
action
the
the
Lawn
twelve days. When the answer

ai

ROBT. C. DOW

Tl

II

Sprinklers and
5

JJ

R. R. DUNCAN

,

DENTIST

Money! Money!?
We want your farm
loans. Can handle

them
tice,

Will practice in all the courts.

D. D.

Clovis Creamery & Produce Co.
Cream
.per lb
24 cts

N. Mex. Hens
Broilers

Swearingin

of tht firm of Dra. Pwaley
of Roewell

H

Produce Market Report

LAWYER
-

n

Union Mortgage Co. n
iJf J4j4 Jtj4jU4 at Jljljl JtJtJtJt M

Stanley J. Clark
Clovis,

JJ

no- -

The

new:mex.

clovis.

short

See us atfonce!

1

Office Opposite P. O.
Phone.S9.

;

on

Turkeys.
Eggs

...

" "
" "
" "

"

doz

10

cts

20 cts
10
14

cts
cts

a Swearlnala

SELL YOUR HIDE to R. H.
will be in Clovi3 on 15th, 16th,
17th of each month treating Morrow Hide and Poultry Co.
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose They bring the most money
and Throat and Fitting Glasses green. Located at McFarlin's
wagon yard. Phone 71.

Dr. J. B.Westerfield
Physician and Surgeon
Office in Jackson Bldg,
Opposite Postoffice

Phone

Office

231

-R-

esidence

Notice For Publication.
Nan coal land.

Department of th. Interior, U. 8. Land Offtea
at Fort Sumner. N. M May. 3rd. 1814.
NotlM la hor.br (Inn that Z. penlak Blrdaall.
of Havener. N. M., who, on June 21th. 1MI.
269 mod. Ilonieatead Entry, No, 010744. for NE 1.4.
Section 80. Townihlp 3 N. Rang UK. N. M. P.
led nolle, of Intention to mak Final tnrM
ha
year Proof, to aitablith claim to th. land above,
deacribrd. before W. J. Curren. U. S. Com mla-aloin hlaOfSreat C'lovb.flN. H on thf Uih
day of Jun.. 1914,

W. A. Gillenwater
LAWYER

New Mexico

Clovis,

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath
PATIENTS EXAMINED

FREE

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Ren. 890.
New Mexico
Clovis,
U

DR. L. M. BIGGS
Veterinary Surgeon
Phone

lfi.rrBT'

Department of th. Interior. U 8 land offle. at
Ft Sumner. N. M., May 9th, 1814.
Notlc. la hereby elver) that Bert Caaey for
Ihe helra of Nlrholaa Caaey. dereaned.
of
Hiitrhiimon.
Kairnaa
1130 K. Oubnrne
Sl.
who on
ii.y. I,
mMt Homoatrad
Entry, No. ossw for 8W 1.4, (See. . T. 8 N. R. 8
E. N. H. P. If., hna filed notice of Intention to
make final five year proof, to eatablleh claim to
tho land above dearrlbed befor. W. J. Curren.

United State. Commlaalonrr
in hla offle. at
Chrvia, Now Mexico on the 29tb day of Jun. 1814.
Claimant namea aa wltneaaee:
William Henry liuttor. Hadclon S. Rutter.
I..lw.ml B. Hickman and Jelin A. Smith all of
Clnvla. N .M.
May, m jnno. 23. A. J. EVANS.
Retiiter.

Clovis.lN.M,

Dr. J. R. Haney
Physician & Surgeon
Office OppositeJPostoffice

E. M. Chapman
DENTIST
Over First National Bank.'
Clovi.?,

n.

Notice for Publication.

Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.
Office 103 1

Claimant namaa aa witneaera:
Robert Claybonk. of gt Vraln. Frank h. Crow-deJamea U. Wrathere and Elijah H, Clawaon
ail nf Havener, N. M. Route I.
M
J
23.
A. J. Evana. Regliter.

Phone 95.
New Mexico,

Notice for Publication
mm

JJ

Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land offfca
at Furl Sumner. N. M.. May 16th. 1914.
Nolle, la hereby Riven that Charla. C. Rork,
of riaud. N. !.. who on Auruat 19. 1913. road.
Uomeitoad Entry, No. 010911, for NW
aac.
V.. Townahlp 4 North. Rang. 36 Eaat. N. M. P.
Meridian, haa filed notice of Intention to maka
final throe year Proof, to eatabliah claim to tha
land abuva dnierlhed. txfur. W. J. Curren,
U. S. CommUn toner In hia office at Clovla. N. M.
on th. lth day of Aua-ua1914.
Claimant namea aa witneaaaa:
Abraham h. Mnrka, Turtle Boyd, Mule S.
O'llnra. and Elv n A. liolcrta. all of Claude.
N. M.
Mny
1"
A. J. Uvana. Regieter,

.yM

iflfidj

Hll PA1H T UP

E1X UP YOUR FENCES!
ll
1

ii

i

ff.
U

Part of the Clean Up and Paint Up Plan Is to
rut Your remises mciood Repair.
A

11

i

u

I

I

II

U

Paper Your Rooms Now

f

n

ff

A

.

Make it a part of the Clean Up and Paint
Up Campaign on your own premises

Uur First Class Rough Lumber and
Dressed Stock WUI Be Found Very
Satisfactory for All Kind of
Construction Work.

There

lliHifcf.a.':'

AitvW

T '

is

iliiil

the home at this season
as clean, sweet, inviting rooms. Our stock of

MM!!;

gpSi

Wall Paper and
Other Wall

Coverings

satisfactory in range
of designs and prices.
is

Tell Us Your Meeds

LONE STAR LBR. CO.

Oil Mops

Phone
254.

Catholic Church

be

bad at our store. Get your

Clean Up and
Paint Up
Campaign Materials from us.

Our Sunday School is progressing nicely with Mr. Moore aa
Sunday June 11
9 a. m. Mass, Talk on "What superintendent.
and Who it a Catholic?" BeneEverybody is getting ready
diction and Sunday School.
for the harvest.
Theodosuis Meyer.
Mrs. C. H. Westfall visited
grand daughter Mrs. Charles
her
Christian Church
Bieler near Clovis last Thursday,
June 11th.
Mies Maxie Lawson of Miami,
Our Sunday School and Chris
is visiting her brother T.
Texas,
tian Endeavor are breaking the
Lawson.
records for summer months
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Graf was
The average attendance at all
in Clovis Saturday.
seen
enservices has had a most
couraging increase. You are in
The icecream Bupper given by
vited to tarry with us after the Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Saturday
services that we may get better night was enjoyed by about 75
Morning Subject: people,
acquainted.
"Retrospect
Prospect"
We predict Trigg Lawson will
Evening Subject: "The Courage grow weeds this year, as he has
of Conviction."
a Studebaker car and will do
C. W. Lambert, Minister.
nothing but burn gasoline.

and

See our Refrigerators andOil Stoves.

Rice Furniture Go.

Phone
86.

301

HENRY BARRIS
Concrete

Contractor

Sidewalk, Pebbledashing,
Stock Tank and all kinds
of Concrete Construction
Work. Estimates cheerfully furnished on request

o

References: Any reputable
business Concern in Clovis.

Buy Your Screens From Us
Protect Yourself from
the Filthy Housefly

STOCK GUARANTEED

Phone 328

W. C. T. U.
The W. C. T. U. held their
regular meeting June 5 at the
home of the president, Miss
Mary Knight. Roll Call was
responded to by quotations from
Frances Willards writings.
, Miu Knight gave a cordial
welcome talk to the new mem
bers present, and a short talk
was given ly Miss Jennings,
after which followed the social
hour with music and contest
games.
were
Ketreshments
served. Guests present were
Mrs. Bales, of Roswell, Mrs.
Baker, Mrs. Bell and the Misses
Baker. Pauline Downing and
Hazel Kirk.

Come.

Use Paint Made Especially
For This Climate
Paint to last must be nade especially fur this climate. It
must be correctly 'tcmpere 1" to withstand the dryness and
moisture, the quick changes in temperature and ihn varying
peculiarities of our climate.

Lincoln Climatic Paints
stand this climate begt.v They are made and tested for our
locality, each ingredient being proportbm'd an J combined in
such n way as to secure maximum durability and protection to
the suface to which they are applied.
Let us show you color samples and estimate
quanities required, whether you buy or not.

Kemp Lumber Go.
ECONOMY

COMFORT

Hoes, Rakes and Garden Tools'

tti ,tl

"muL.in.mw

--w

The Sanitary
Barber Shop.
M. V. White, Prop.

We know this is the best
Oil Stove on the market
well enough to let you
have one on trial. Come
in and let us show you.

that the name signifies

Sanitary in every respect.
Baths. Join our list of
customers,
regu-regul-

ar

Plumbing
Work...
For good, sanitary plumbing that will stand the test,
phonr 407

V. J. HIVELY
Let us figure

v

on

your work

t

n

ivw

7 mr

m.

Phone
19

SAFETY

Miss Yulan Roberts, of Clovis,
spent Saturday night with her
parents.
Mrs. Ona Gorden, of Phoenix,
Arizona, is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts.
A Beginner.

All

Big Day for Bethel
The people of ihe Bethel com
munity are preparing for a big
day next Sunday.
A special
program will be rendered by the
members of the Sunday School.
Evangelist J. H. Shepard will
spead at the morning hour and
Miss Jennings, a returned mis
sionary from China, will speak
in the afternoon. There will be
good o!d fashioned basket
dinner at the
house

PRICES FAIR

A FULL LINE OF SCREFN DOORS.

Claud News

Sacred Heart

ind Floor Dressings to
luit all needs .are to

BERT CURLESS

hi

I

Clean Up and Paint Up, Then

We will also do your Painting.

Phone 23

rv!i

mmm.

nothing that
contributes so much to
e

-

fclLK-HA-

Itoiw. see

ItU

I

New York Hasn't Any Mora Criminal! Like Thoie That Threvs
Some Thirty Yearn Ago.
The

bcwhiflkr-re-

high-clas-

d

crook has shaken the New York
dual off his spats and disappeared.
He is absolutely extinct. A modern
criminal who can boast a good suit
t clotlios now is termed "Raffles,"
or, if he is suspected of wearing what
some call a dress suit be Is a "gentle- nan burglar." Usually be "Rartleses"
a couple of times, making a few
and then la netted,
small clean-ups- ,
arraigned and sent away to a place
where he gets his hair cutting and
clothes pressing done free.
There ore plenty of free lances of
rrime circulating around where legal
tender or other valuables can be annexed by a little oicrtion at some
bands of bold,
rink, but the
bad. debonair knights of dark deeds
bave faded away. There are plenty
of men who skulk through what Is
raguely termed "th'i underworld" and
who tuke a desperate chance at Imor
promptu crimes, robberies, hold-upsneak thief jobs, which suddenly come
under tlulr attention.
These men aro not the sums caliber as the big criminals of thirty
years ugo. although occasionally one
of the modern specimens stumbles upon a rich haul. Tim police say
methods hnve driven thorn from
the game. The green goods men and
gold brick c.'inviusi-rhnve followed
the hison and the lwliuu over the last
frontier, as un organized criminal industry. The "wlreiess" wire tappers
have been hunted down and out. This
band has been dispersed to various
havens of rest, leaving the
Touutry capitalist, safe to wander
'.hrough
without being
Manhattan
tempted to play the races on some intercepted tip.

Open Letter to the Voters of Curry County

in.

tc&nr$

Clovis,
June

Mexico,
1916

New

1st,

a candidate for
to the office of
County Clerk of Curry County; having been elected to said office
by the people in the election in 1911, receiving the highest number
of votes of any candidate for county office at the Democratic
I

primaries,
F. X

7

"--

re-elec-

tion

Just as honest as the people
thought I was when they voted for me at that time
I served the people faithfully without any criticism
from any oitizen of the county except a few office holders whose
bidding I would not do, and because I refused to do certain things

BUSHMAN

ii

s

am

S

asked of

X,
f8

that I

and I know

am

certain officials in this county and district,
filed against me by the District Attorney and I was

by

me

charges were
not only prosecuted but persecuted to carry to the end the wishes

f?LY

of

political

enemies in and out of office.
I have been vindicated by the Supreme Court of this state
and now I appeal to you to help vindicate me on June 10th, and in
return I assure you that you will never have cause to regret
my

the support given

me.

Very

respectfully,

SAW THEMSELVES IN MOVIES
Exhibition at Vassar College That
Caused Much Laughter Among
the Student Body.
The students of Vassur college had

in opportunity the other day to
bow well thoy would appear as

son
mo
tion picture actresses, says a Tough
xeepslo dispatch to the New York

Tribune. They attended a show and
aw themselves on the screen.
The pictures displayed were taken
ty Prof. George
Shattuck.
bead of the geology department. Tbey
Included (eutures of last year's class
say. Founders' day and the recent fiftieth anniversary, such as the pageant, the gymnastic exhibition and the
tcadamlc procession.
There was much laughter In the
which was com posed mostly
Frequently such
of the "actresses."
outbursts occurred as "Clracious! Did
I look like that!" "Oli.Jook!
Here
J come!"
One girl exclaimed;
"Heavens! I
never knew my belt was unpinned!"
Another walled: "Why didn't I look
at the canieru, so I could see my-

There are people that will
charge you more fur attend ins: a
confinement case than I will, but
they will not give you hotter service.

Dr. U. It. Gibson.

bu.-bu-

j

Arthur

7y

Curren

LAND LAWYER
;

i

i.

"Aiv,

If you expect difficulty

I

.

et--'

in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work

at

yous&est

self'.'"

The pirtnres will bo exhibited before Vassar college ulunuiae associations all over the country. The proceeds will go toward the $1,000,000 endowment fund.

a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office.
Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

v

CLOVIS,

Bulgarian City.
Varna, the UuU'trian Hlark sea
fV. which the Russian (Vet bombard
n), tins the timiMUtil distinction of bo- trig a fortress, a seaport, a depart
city
mental ciipltul, and an epir-c!ts Industrie, inclnd. brewing, distill
'.UK. IiiiiiiIiik, clolhiii.ikiiin
ami cmlon
spinning. The city iius been idem!
colony,
fled wlih an ancient
that of Od' ssus, of the lower Moeslan
oast. In lute days it figured prominently In history in connection with
"he buttle fought near by, in which
Sultan Murnd II slew Vladislaus III
et Poland and Hungary, and routed
Vs army In U44, ten years before the
In re
Turks took Constantinople.
tent years it has been successively
in the hands of the Russians, of the
Crimean allies, and of Egyptian
By the treaty of fierlln It
Croops.
ras ceded to Bulgaria.

.

NEW MEXICO

Busy

Mtii-sia-

Unwholeiomi Saotch Atmosphere.
Tbo recent rumor that the kaiser Is
becoming dlssutlsMpd with the cont
art of his eldest son recalls aji
which occurred some fourteen
rears ago when the crown prince was
raying a visit to a Scottish duke. The
rrown prince was huving a very good
V.me, and making tte most of his tem
jM'rary escape from parenlal supervision. However, several days before
the time fixed for his departure a
telegram was received from the kaiser ordering the prince to proceed elsewhere Immediately.
On his kindly
dost venturing to protest against this
sudden change of plans, the German
equerry In attendance on the prince
replied: "Ills Imperial Majesty commands that the Crown Prince must
tore earnest be made!" London
Standard.
-

loci-ien-

"".

ONSORIAL WORK

j

Clovis Barber Shop

j

I

IJ

Crane ii Williams, rrtrps.
Oldest established shop in the
ity
Baths always ready

I

ACHES!
Horrors at Home.
fooi ball tournament between
"Tli
the teams of Harvard and Yale, reCandidate for
cently held In America, had terrible
ft turned Into an awful butchresults
participants, seven
ery. Of twenty-twwere so severely Injured that1 tbey had
Hugo Marek, a member of Co.
to be carried from the Meld In n dying
condition. One player had his back K, New Mexico National Guard,
broken, another lost an eye, and a returned
morning
Thursday
third lost a leg. Doth teams appeared from Columbus,
M.,
he with
N.
upon the field with a crowd of ambuMany twelve other members of the
lances, surgeons, and nurses.
ladles fainted at the awful cries of the company having failed to pass
Injured players. The Indignation of
the severe examination imposed
the spectators was powerful, but they
were so terrorized that, they were by the United States governafraid to leave the field."
ment, and will again resume his
One wonders whether the Munchen-e- r duties as bell boy at the Harvey
Nachrlchten, which printed the
Hugo reports the weathin its columns In the year ! 893, house.
would have had room for It last fall.
er as being very hot at ColumNew York Tribune
bus, but that the boys seem to
fore-goin- g

be enjoying

l

are found In A'tk'i and four times
that are ot acatt'Ted timber. Sawmills axe preparing to follow the railroad builders Into ti. country and In
a few year the output of that region
will hold an lraport .i t place in the
ountry'e lumber cut Tbe principal
wood la spruce, but there are fairly
'iaxge qoantltlea ot others, including
paper birch. Hardwood Record.

I

AT THE

the novelty of
The Scratched Bishop.
on
life
the border, alsoldier
Talking of printers' blunders, Doctor
Alaska's Timber Resources.
Frodsham, lately Rishop of North though they are greatly in need
The railroad now under construcQueensland, tells in hi? reminiscences, of reading matter, tobacco and
tion In Alaska from Seward to
"A MlBhop's l'leasaunce." the followwill open large tracts of tima few other little luxuries with
ber for cutting. It Is estimated that ing story'
supplied.
"At one time In Queensland there which they are not
twenty million acres of good forest
Fair-luk-

BEST

.V.

j

was a racehorse called His
Two telegrams, one relating to mo and
another to the quadruped, followed
each other without hreak in the colTo the best
umns of a local paper
nf my memory the agglomerate paragraph read as follows: 'nisbop Frodsham is dewn with an attack of fever
In Calms.
His lordship la scratched
for alt events.' "

Thirteen members of Co "K"
were rejected.
E. M. Hove of the Carlsbad
publicity agent for the Santa
Fe, was an interested spectator
at the Bankers Convention
Wednesday.

A. L. AWALT

to the Office of Clerk of Curry County.
aciiis are .1me lamer or
A

All hail to the Ladies band,
day morning from Columbus, N. which made the entertainment a
M., his term of enlistment as a greater success ty pleasing the
member of Co. K, New Mexico visitors. A visitor was overNational Guard having expirtd heard to remark that he had
Leo P. Cooley

grouches.

returned Thurs-

and he decided not to
Leo reports that the boys of Co.
K seem to be enjoying military
life. They drill five hours a day.
including an eight mile hike,
Sundays included. The food is
plentiful and good.
C. B. Harvey, an old time
resident of Curry County, but
who now resides at Brown California, is here on a visit.
Claude Hackney and wife were
in the city a short time Thursday. They were on their way
to Houston and Galveston and
other points of interest in Texas.
They reside in Carlsbad, where
they were recently married, and
the trip they are now enjoying
is somewhat in the nature of a
belated koneymoon trip.

traveled from coast to coast and
had heard many girls bands,
but that the one in Clovis was
the best of them all.
Anyone huving any old magazines or books which they have
read, would confer a favor on
Co. "K" at the front, if they
will deliver same to BertCurless
Secretary C. of C, who will arrange to send them to our boys.
Two special trains carrying
619 United Slates marines passed through the city Thursday
evening. They were enroute
from San Diego, Cal., to New
Orleans, La, The marines took
supper here. Their destination
was Hayti.
Complete stock of well supplies
Barry Hardware Co.

-- I

I

Grouches produee ill temper and irritablenew, and
.t
.
i
inuae nusien you 10 your
grave.

I
For a very little we stll
remedies that kill the ach
as soon as they appear.

s

t.ia

vuiir inan i.i
in w ii rin
u"r
your
pines,
lire, worth this

.:r

1

I

The
! City Drug Store
The new store on South
Main St.
Phone 102.

s

Have You Forgotten
Do you remember the five hun-

Why Is a

dred enraged citizens that met
at the Baptist church some time
ago and passed resolutions criticizing the County Commissioners
for having awarded the county
printing to the Clovis Journal
for over $6,000 a year when the
News offered to do it for less
than half that amount? Do you
remember

the hundreds of

New Um for Cook Book.
story of a man, desperThere !
ately 111, who, having passed tha
crisis of his aliment, needed only, so
the doctors asserted, an incontiva to
recover. He bad had dire misfortune
and had lost all interest In living.
Neither his business, nor his motor
cur, nor bis children, nor his wife suf
ficed to lure him back to tha trials
of temporal exiBtenee. Then soma In
spired relative thought of the cook
book.
She put it into the bands of
the sick man as he lav withering on
his pillow. He turned It over lan
guidly; then he Muttered the pages
with transparent fingers; presently he
asked to be propped up In bed.
be was whispering fervld'.y
of what be wss going to bave to eat
whon he got well those pig backs
with dumplings; hot waffles and sirup;
schultthohnen with sour sauca. What
were rissoles, and ramekins, and bannocks? And why hud he never known
about
These were tlio
sentiments that wooed him back to
llfo. Atluntlc Montlily.

Trade-Mark-

?

citi-

zens that met at the Chamber

of Commerce one evening not
long ago and where many talks
were made criticizing the board
of County Commissioners for
having let a contract to furnish
steel for the county jail to one
of the hi&hest bidders and at
which time an attorney was employed at private expense to get
out an injunction restraining
them from carrying out the contract? Do you remember that
for the last two years the printing contracts have been given
out to the Journal without calling for bids? Do you remember
the court house yard improvement affair, about which the
News has had but little to say
because we thought the people
already knew enough about the
management of county affairs?
If you want to reward the Commissioners for these acts, then
vote to retain them in office.
If you have not forgotten these
little incidents whereby the tax
payers lost thousands of dollars,
then vote for C. V. Steed for
Probate Judge.

by using one as an illustration
-- Clothcraft Clothes.

In the back of every Cloth-cracoat is a label-t- he
mark
of the maker. It signifies 70
years of science in clothes
making. It assures the wearer correct style, perfect workmanship and lasting service..
It is also a sign of money- ft

'

utmost in medium

value-t- he

priced clothes.
You should know Cloth-cra- ft
if you don't already.
All you need to do is to say,
"Clothcraft" wben you want
a suit. It's almost as standard for clothes authority as
Webster is tor the English

8slnts and Sinners.
The story regarding Or. Alexander
Whyto and Dr. Hugh Iilack, who. during their Joint Edinburgh ministry,
were said respectively to have black
balled tlio saints nnil whitewashed the'
sinners, is now claimed to have originated In London, and to be the prop
erty, not of the Scottish Presbyterians
but of 0e W'cHloyan Methodists. When
Hugh Price Hughes was founding his
famous West London mission ho wrote
to the Ucv. Mark Guy Pearse. Inviting
bis pernnnul
Mr. Pearso
replied that, for one thing, be wanted
to go ui"! live in Cornwall; for another
he wished to be free to preach In different parts of England; and, finally
and conclusively, where Hugh Price
Hughes was there was little room for
anyone elso. "Not at all," waa Hughes'
response; "there'll be plenty of roonvJ
You shall edify the saints, and I'U puw
sue the sinners." Westminster Ga-- j
satta.

language.
We'll be glad to show you
any time.

MANDELL'

Postmaster's Salary Raised
Postmaster A. 13. Wagner has
received a letter from Daniel C.
Roper, first assistant postmaster
general at Washington, D. C,
notifying him that the salary of
the Clovis postmaster will be in
creased from 2200.00 to $2400.00
a year, elective July 1, which is
in accordance with the posta
regulations and is the full in- crease allowed thereunder, based
on theipofltoffice.receipts. It is
unusual for the entire advance
in salary that a postmaster is
entitled to, to be allowed, but
the receipts of the Clovis office
showed such a gratifying in
crease for the fiscal year whic h
closed March 31, over the previ
ous fiscal year, that the entire
increase in salary is to be al

that

We can best answer

1

"THE STORE OF QUALITY"

Howard Dennis returned SunThe 9ix year old son of W. C.
Mr. and Mrs. P. Jordan, of
B. D. Oldham, of Portales was
was quite painfully, day morning from Lawrence, Portales, were here Tuesday
among the bankers that attendthough not seriously hurt Mon Kansas, where he attended the taking in the convention.
ed the convention Tuesday.
day,
when a fire cracker state university during the term
frightened a horse driven by closed. He will spend the summarshal Irvine with the result mer in this city with his parents.
that it backed onto the boy, the Mrs. W. A. Lipprant and
hind foot of the animal stepping daughter Jessie,
of Liberal,
upon and crushing
the lads Kans., mother and sister of Mrs.
hand. A wheel of the buggy Cash Ramey, and Mrs. J. S.
also passed over his body, but Meyer, of Wellington. Kansas.
aside from a few wounds, he is sister of Cash Kamey, are visit
otherwise uninjured.
ing at the Ramey home.
Woo ten

Fish Failed to Respond.
For some hours the angler had sat
on the river bank, patiently waiting,
always waiting.
A stranger to the place bad been
wutcbii'.g him for some time. At last
lie went up to the old man and asked
casually:
"How are the fish In these parts V
The old fisherman rebated bis book.
i brew it back Into the water and then
turned calmly to his questioner.
"Well." he replied grimly. "I really
can't say. I've dropped them ft line
every day for nearly a wook now, an4
I've bad no reply yet."

GROCERY SPECIALS
UNTIL

JUNE 20th ONLY

!

lowed.

It is very gratifying to the
citizens of Clovis to note this in
crease in the business of the
postolRco, as nothing indicates
the growth of a city so well as
the postal receipts.

I.

'111

Vr"

firm fi 'ijGIr-

-

1

"Bill" is a Rider
Buffalo Bills Wild West show
has nothing in the line of bronc'
busting on a Clovis rider. The
perhaps
subject is "Bill"
named after Buffalo Bill the
colored porter at the Sanitary
Shop. Bill is what is termed a
trick rider. We ,fancy that he
got that idea of the fancy stunts
in riding from the circus riders
and in imitation on the family
mare learned to "flip flop" and
on the old
dance the "can-cansteeds broad back. This however had been many years ago
and when a friend asked him to
ride his horse up Main street,
Bill cancented, so did the horse.
The next act was that Bill tried
whirl on the
the
saddle horn before alighting and
in doing so, incidentally lest a
large slice of garment material
from the seat of his trousers,
exDosine a tectiontof the rear of
his anatomy. Ji Though Bill had
forirotten .some! of the riding
stunts, he was'still some foot
racer and in the next act we find
him backed against the stairway
in ; Doc Dillons office vainly calling from some kind and
man .to.brinjj, him
Bill certainly
j.Yes
pants.
some
cervride.J
RemembertheChamber of
nnmmecemeetings 1st and 3rd
Friday nights. S Please attend. .
"

merry-go-roun-

tf

D

mrr?Jr

-
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"SPEED VP!"
to 60 minutes an hour
by taking the "grind"
out of typewriting t
AND smile ! For here at last is tha master
f'3r
machine that mikes it easy for any stenographer to turn out MORE letters with LESS
effort in the ordinary working day. The new
Royal Master-Mod"10" speeds up the day's
work and sets the pace that pays!
Built tor "Big Business" and its
Great Army of Expert Operators
These new features of the Royal add to the
sensitive fingers of the typist, the one vital thing
typewriter subtracts speed!
that the
speed
with brains behind it the y
0 The

....
....
....
....

el

old-sty-

1--

le

all-da-

speed of the expert typist in the day's work.
Errorless speed is the kind of speed that counts.
Commonsense has punctured the illusion of the

d

sympa-theti'ciwhi-

Hercules Flour, per hundred
$3.50
.28
Morris Supreme Bacon, per lb. by strip
.23
Morris Supreme Hams, per lb.
Swifts Jewel Compound, large pail
$1.50
1.00
Peaberry Coffee, 5 pounds for
1.00
Rio Coffee, 7 pounds for
.40
Mixed Tea, for ice tea, per pound
.40
Peaches, Anchor brand, per gallon
.35
Grapes, per gallon
.35
Apples, per gallon
.40
Plums, per gallon
.40
Pears, per gallon
20c or doz. $2.25
Del Monte Peaches, No. 2
" "
20c or doz. 2.25
Luxury Pineapple,
.10
Pink Salmon, per can
.45
Dark Karo Syrup, per gallon
.55
Light Karo Syrup, per gallon
.40
Louisiana Beauty Syrup, per gallon
We will have a good price on all other canned
goods. California Blackberries and Strawberries.

other kind.
Get the

Facts t

Send for ths " Royal
man" and ask for a

iVee

$100 ,r- -

2m

DEMONSTRATION.

Or 'writs us direct
for our ntw brochure, "Butt ar

5cpm'c,"nd

It

JL'fi-1

i

book

I

a

of facts on Touch
Typing MM free 10
typewriter users.

te

.- -ft

a

We

av

$125

ROYAL TYPEWRITER

a;

in .Canada

COMPANY

2

1

The Model Grocery
A. B. Austin, Prop.

Phone 29.

3?

Local and Personal

TEMPLE GAVE NAME

ANCIENT

Wn First Manufactured
tha Vicinity of the Oaiia of
Jupiter Ammon.

Ammonia

Rev. and Mrs. Hendrix, of
Farwell, were visitors in the
city Wednesday.

The World Holds Nothing

Better
run
than a modern, thoroughly equipped farm
and It's smiles are
on a strictly scientific basis
always kindly for the successful toiler in Its
Great
A BANK ACCOUNT is the latest farm equipfarmer can
ment and one which the
not afford to be without.
We earnestly solicit your account, Mr. Farmer,
and you're always welcome at OUR BANK.

attending the Convention

Tues-

day.

Reuben Knight was over from
Amarillo Sunday and Monday
visiting his sister, Miss Mary
Knight.

Bank

"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"
Capital and Surplus $35,000.00.

For Sale

Six good Jersey

milch cows

at my place 6 miles

north of town.
3t-p- d

W. A.

Rutter.

Mrs. W. R. Tucker, mother of
Mrs. Ivan Bridges, left Tuesday

for California, after a six weeks
visit here.
Cedar posts, as straight as a
38-- t f
gun barrel.
Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
W. O. Van Arsdale, of Wichi
ta, Kansas, and A. G. Lewis, of
Topeka, Kansas, have been in
the city the past week.

DIAMONDS
X
X

cal with

John Adams a Hard Loier.
John Adams, second president nl
the United States, wun not k food
loser. He wanted another term, ami
worked hard for it. None of the candidates received a majority of 'he
electoral votes, and the election was
thrown into the house of representatives. But Adams hud no choice
there, for he was third In the race,
und only tbe two having the highest
number of electoral votes could be
voted for. Thus the choice lay between Jefferson and Burr, and Jefferson won. Adams was very much dis
gruntled, and did everything in his
power to make things unpleasant for
his successor. Uc tilled every vacant
office he could lay bis hands oa, so
as to leave as little patronage aa
for Jefferson. Not only so, but
in the closing hours of bis administration he and his party associates crenew judgeships, for
ated twenty-threwhich there was no necessity, and
worked till the stroke of midnight on
March 3d filling out and signing com
missions for these "midnight Judges."
as they wen called.

Big Ben Clocks

-

ten percent interest. Better see
me at once if you want some
stuff that will make you money.
J. H. Shepard, Clovis, N. M.

Kraker Pens

MICHEL1N UNIVERSAL THEADS
and RED TUBES
Just compare these
are not
prices with those you have been paying.

'it it

1

high-price- d!
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NOTICE!
We want to buy your Second-han- d
Goods, furniture,
stoves, ehairs, and in fact almost everything in the
second hand line. We are doing general repairing,
such as Bicycles, Sewing Machines. Furniture and
toves. Will do all kinds of Upholstering from a
Baby Carriage tol an'Automobile'top.ff All at reasonable prices and first class work guaranteed, j

Brother Tipton delivered a
sermon Sunday afternoon
at the schcol house. After this
he is to preach at Moye chapel
at 11 a. m. on the first Sunday
and at 3 p. m. on the same day
he will preach at the Fairfield
school house.
Remember the
date and come,
A jolly crowd enjoyed a big
Turkey dinner and some good
music at the Vaughn home Sunday. Those present were Boones
Merrills, Wiggins, Mr Horn, of
Farwell, Mr. Vaughn's brother
also his son Bennie, of
and their families.
Daniel Boone left Sunday for
Las Vages where he will attend
Normal.

4 Doors

south of p.

o.

Texico-Farwe-

Abney & Johnson.

BREAD
Often buttered, never bettered.
We would make it better but we

can't. We could make it cheaper but we won't. How's a table
nicely spread,vithout a loaf of
A. C. Pappe bread.
Made clfan. hakerl clran, sold clean. Wrapped at t he
Comes to you clean. Reduces the meat bill.

ovens.

Clovis Auto Company
CONS QUALITY ONLY - THE
(

Mrr-

few'

DSSTTH

Prize Offers from Leading Manufacturers
Pa;o: on patents. "Mints to inventors." "Inventions needed."
4Y:iy some inventors fail." Send rough sketch or model for
search of Patent Office records. Our Mr. Greeley was formerly,
Acting Commissioner of Patents, and as such had full charge of
the U. S. Patent Office.

FY & McTNTIW
flPFFI
SlBlSBSlSia1V
m.

w JL

m.

IWSlWBll

SI

SijaBISi

ivrnniHiRATGD

ttrci,.v- -

Clovis Bakery
A. C. PAPPE, Proprietor

West Otero Street

A splendid new line of Dresses and
Palm Beach and Silk Petticoats. The
new Taffta Silk Petticoats are right

attractions. We secured a big bargain in these goods
and will give the customers the benefit of our purchase. Ladies' white
dresses in Marquisettes and Voiles.
MIDDIES ! Just received a "crack-a-jack- "
line in striped pongees. Children's Gingham Dresses at less than
the goods now cost to make them.
Full assortment of Ladies' Aprons.
up-to-the-min-

ll

Pleasant Hill Notes.
Rev. Reece gave us a prohibition lecture Saturday night,
May 27.
James James was on the sick
list Sunday, May 28.
The school was dismissed at 3
o'clock last Friday in order that
they might assis'; in the work at

HATS STILL
A few hats still remain even after the
big sacrifice sale. These we will also
close out at bargain prices. A dandy
new line of SPORT HATS, the very
latest in stripes and colors, both inexpensive and high class.

the cemetery, being as it was
memorial day.
"The patrons of this community
met at Mr. Core's home last
Saturday night for the purpose
of receiving more plan3 for the
new school house.

Several Pleasant Hillites spent
Sunday at Mr. Martins, in Lake
View

district. All report that

they certainly had the ice cream.
Ray Hungate and Jerry Black-wel- l
Jr. are intending to go west
(6 or 7 miles) Monday.
Say, Little Cricket, if it does
not rain soon, grays will be shxrl
i ibbii.nj.' for ym.
V:j" Awake.
.:'

hli

d

Rood

Fine Watch and Jewelry Repairing
and Diamond Setting.

ill

The Michelin Universal Trend crmhiii n ii'l (.n advantini"
of
nf both tho raited-treatypt-t- .
and suction-treaMichelin Red Tubes retain their velvety mf'nefj frHefinitcly.
LUed in combination, Michelin casing cij tuLe make the
mot anlufactory tiro equipment.

New Things for Ladies!

Fairfield Facts

HIGH GRADE JEWELRY

ill

o

I have several hundred head
of good two year old heifers for
Hon. K, K. Scott, district at
sale. Any number you want,
torney, was here the first of the
same,
is
week visiting his brother, J. F. Cashorternn, price the

Scott and family.
For Sale Roll top office desk.
Curren Agency in Antlers Bldg.
Mrs. Joe Foy, wife of the
chief clerk for the T & P at
Sweetwater, Texas, is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Montieth.

Jj

pos-ailil- e

Car of barb wire and woven
fence just received.
Barry Hardware Co.

Hamilton Watches
South Bend Watches
Community Silverware
Rogers Silverware
Hawkes Cut Glass
Hand Painted China

:!

1

s

e

Clovis National

MI CHELIN

Tbe Libyan oasis ot Siwah is Identithe ancient oasis ot Jupltor
Amnion, where, near the famous temThe Ladies of the Christian ple or oracle, the "vehement odor" ol
I'll n y was first manufactured by :
Church will serve refreshments process
too Inelegant for description
Saturday,
here.
Amnion, at first a pet deity of the
W. H. Parker, the Fort
riiaraoh family circle, ultitmiteiy
real estate dealer, was in edlpbed all the other dottles of KsM't.
Libya and Ethiopia, becoming "Ulni;
the city Tuesday.
of the godn," and his oraulH iu tlif
Rev. J. R. Carver, of Fort present oasis of Slwab achieved such
Sumner, was a Clovis visitor celebrity that Alexander the C.reui
considered it necessary to Journey
Tuesday and Wednesday.
thither after the battle of Ishiis in orWanted Brick layers. Apply der to be acknowledged the "son of
Ammon." The oracle fell into
to J. P. Dean, Pres. Roosevelt God
disrepute under tbe Romans, und
County Creamery, Portales, N.
reported it dumb A. D. It!'). The
ruins of the temple are to bo seen toM.
2t
day two miles east of the town ot
A. A. Rogers, manager of the Slwah. Tbe Sonusal long dominated
Portales Utilities Company was the oasis.

L
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.Osborne & Wright.
ZP0

' The Wright House with Right Goods and Right Prices"

J

f-T

(on

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

LODGE DIRECTORY

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
Embalmers and Funeral Directors

KM

R. L. Pryor, W.

iit-j-

M.

i

t

'

27.

West Grand Avenue.

Clovis Phone 392.
-- WAREHOUSES
CLOVIS.

Fritz

B. Herod,

in Woodmen

Luke Morton,

C. C.

J.

Fresh

No. 77.0.
HIGHEST

MARKET PRICE

FOR HIDES

PAID

FAIV""LL.

R. WALKER,

Proprietor

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Vegetables

Clovis Council Praetorians

Vegetables, Fish and Oysters in Season.

-

WALKER'S MARKET

Hall.

H. Robinson, Clerk.

IS.

P0RTALE3,

We sell Groceries and soicit your
Patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
- - Prices.
Phone 29.

Meets every 2nd a 4th Tueesday night

HOUK BROS. Props.

-

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Secretary.

Whitetower Lodge
W. 0. W. No. 36.

Star Market

MELROSE.

The Model Grocery

MppIs at Elks Ilorrif. pverv 2nd nnrl 4th
Wednesday night.

-

Next door to McFarlin's

Home Killed Meats Our Specialty.

Broom Corn Brokers

No. 1244

&'ig;&r '

Antlers Bldg.

A. L. Gurley Go.

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.

W. H. Duckworth, E. R.

Phone

Phone 32.

Meet3 every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Lem A. Wright. Secretary.

,a

Both Day and Night Phone

We are Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

m'nrhf

Clovis Lodge I. O. O. F.
No 31

yap

Manager Clovis Cemetery

Ttiaarur
avarv lef nnrl
Hall.
Masonic
at

A. J. Whitingr, Secretary.

J. P. Denny. N. G.

Undertaker & Embalmer

14.

a at a

ov

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

G. V. STEED
Phone

INSURANCE

Clovis Lodge A. F. and
A. M., No. 40

(JOHNSON BROS.)

LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

The Curren Agency

Fish and Oysters.

A nice line of Pickles, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights at Praetorian Hall
B. M. Brizendine. Re?
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
"satisfaction guaranteed or your
refunded"

KODAKS,

money
TALKING MACHINES. INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS. SOUVENIRS. BOOKS. STATIONERY,

CUT GLASS,

IVORY, ETC.

The Southwestern Drug; Company
Free Delivery

Telephone 58.

TAe KUyHa&b Store
II. DUCKWORTH.

W.

I)ir,

Wedeliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from us in our line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.

Notice

NOTICE
A convention of the Republi

It Always Helps

of Curry County.

cans

i

nominations for the coming
election for the several county
offices, and to transact such
further business as may come
before the convention.
The several precincts of the
county are entitled to delegates
to this convention as follows:
Clovis Precinct 9
10
4
Texico
Blacktower
2
,

BIMDQDO

1

The Woman's Tonic
a trial I still use Cardui when I feel a little bad,
and it always does me good."
Headache, backache, side ache, nervousness,
feelings, etc., are sure signs of womantired, worn-oly trouble. Signs that you need Cardui, the woman's
tonic You cannot make a mistake in trying Cardui
for your trouble. It has been helping weak, ailing
women for more than fifty years.

h.isss

ut

Th. Lon. Bur
I'hone

tf

,

Located
Wajron Yard.
P. O. Boa

at
1

New Mexico

Clovis.

Childrens Dresses.

all Leather,
A. J. Rodes.

Peters Shoe

u'n anywhere.

8
3

W. A.

tf

A. J. Redes.

PLUMBING ! I

TE

plumber from
All work strictly guaranteed.

We have with us a
Roswell.

WE SELL THE LEADING

fir-cla-

ss

MANUFACTURED HOODS:

N. O. Nelson Co.,
Cahill Iron Wks.,
Kahler Co.
SEE US AND SAVE MONE-

Y-

Clovis Tin Shop, R. T. Holton, Prop.
9

IMMItWMMIOMMMMMIIMIlMHHIMmiP

Highway Garage

I

'

No. 67
Estate of Samuel W.
Monzingo, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that
Sudie Monzingo, as Administratrix of the estate of Samuel W.
Monzingo, deceased, has filed in
the Prouate Court of Curry
County. New Mexico, her final
report and account as such ad
ministratrix, and the hearing of
such final report and account
has been by said Court been set
for the 3rd day of July, llb, a
day of the next regular term of
this Court, at the hour of ten
o'clock a. m., and notice is fur
ther Riven that any and all heirs,
creditors or other persons inter
ested in said estate, may on or
before the day appointed for
such hearing:, and settlement,
file their objections thereto.
In Witness Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said court, this
the 29th day of May, 1916.
I

New and Fire Proof
North Main Street
Phone 402

Full Line of Casings
and Accessories.

Jones & Lindley-

W. J.

Davidson's Transfer and Storage
Transfer Work Solicited. STORAGE FREE I
First Class CAR SERVICE at All Times.
Clovis, New Mexico.
P. O. Box 544.
Phones 85 and 152.
All Kinds of

Clovis'

4 1

Reunion Scottish Rite
Masons
June

19-2- 1,

Newest

Store

Everything brand new just from the manu
facturer. The largest variety store tnd the
most complete assortment in novelty goods
in Curry county.
If you are looking for that small article of
"just what you wanted" WE HAVE IT.
The low prices too will surprise you.

Curren.

M.

NEW MEXICO.

CLOVIS,

Havener.

Santa Fe, N.

-

Ford Agents

Chairman
Secretary.

UP-TO-DA-

the Matter of the

o

AUCTIONEER
Will cry

2

Melrose ......

.

Livestock and Commercial

st

StVrain

.

J. W. HUNTER

to Clovis
Texas
The New Mexico-WeConvention of Christian Churches will meet in Clovis next year,
The exact date is not yet fixed
but will likely be in May or June.

In

Fields
Grady
. 4
2
Hollene
3
Claude
Legansville
m
10
Clovis. Precinct 1
The county committeemen of
each precinct will please call
precinct meetings for the pur
pose of electing delegates in acseal
A. L Awalt,
cordance herewith, and will
and
County
Clerk
kindly see that their precinct is
Clerk of the Probate Court.
duly represented in the conJ 2 23
vention.
Dated this May 24th, 1910, at
Clovis, New Mexico.
Electric liht globes and fix
Respectfully,
tures.

El nnnimminnti
Another Convention

THE PROBATE COURT OP
CURRY COUNTY, NEW MEXICO

New

Mexico, is hereby called to meet
at 2 p. m. June 24th, 1916 at the
Court House in Clovis, Curry
County, New Mexico. The purpose of this meeting is to make

says Mrs. Sylvania Woods, of Clifton Mills, Ky., In
writing of her experience with Cardui, the woman's
tonic. She says further: "Before I began to use
Cardui, my back and head would hurt so bad. I
thought the pain would kill me. 1 was hardly able
to do any of my housework. After taking three bottles
of Cardui, I began to feel like a new woman. I soon
gained 35 pounds, and now, 1 do all my housework,
as well as run a big water mill.
I wish every suffering woman would give

I.N

1916

For the above occasion tickets are on sale daily Clovis
to Santa Fe and Return at the very low rate of $14.40 for
the round trip.

L. R. CON ARTY, Agt.

Joiners Variety Store J
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The Heart of
Night Wind
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811m of Rally's lumber camp direct
tranRer to ihe ramp. Walter Sundry
to John Dully, fnre-mu- n.
Ititrodurcs hlnis-- lf
a a "the Dllllnitworth
Lumber Co..
or inot Lt It." He makes acquulnianre
with the camp and the work he hua come
from the fcunt to aupvrlntend and make
He wrilea to liln father that
emccstiful.
he Inumle to nut a handful of Ihe wealth
in the uncut timber of the region.
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The foreman looked at blm inquirand found a state of things sufficient
to raise the Ire of any riverman or ingly.
tlmherjack.
"That left bank of the slough up
there Is in the form of a ridge. Don't
Where the track approached the
It bad been torn up bodily, the you think we could set a crew at It at
ties and rails thrown Into the narrow low tide and dig it through, turning
slough, as evidenced by a few pro- the water into tbe field yonder? That
jecting ends, and the railway Itself, a would leave the slough empty here for
slanting floor of logs some two feet the time between high tides. Could
thick supported on a group of gradu- you get the timbers out In a few
.
ated piles, sagged in the center where hours?"
Daily's experienced eye had already
two piles bad been cut and pried
The lower edge also drooped taken In every detail of tbe possibilifor the same reason. It had been the ties as Sandry talked.
"That's a good scheme, Mr. Sandry,"
work of pure malice, tbat be saw at
he said slowly. "I believe It'll work."
a glance.
So It was that tbe first practical sug"Collins," he said as the men came
up In a sullen group, "get to work and gestion of the new owuer was set into
see If you can raise those sawed sup- action.
The whole crew of tbe camp was
ports and pry them back on tbelr
brought out of tbe bills and set to
bases."
reThe gang went slowly down the work and the damaged railway was
paired as good as new, the break in
sharp bank of the tidewater slough.
run"Johnny Eastern," said one softly, the west bank filled, the slough
ning full again and nothing to show
"all right, all right! Prize up a
for the trouble but the Hooded held of
My Aunt Maria!"
tules.
limhlB
realizing
Sandry stood near,
Under Walter Sandry's cool deitations and raging helplessly, watch- meanor there was a small glow of
ing them lazily testing and pushing satisfaction, a sense
of having In a
here and there.
way redoemod hlmsolf.
"Hadn't we better Just spike 'em
At supper time Slletz, moving
on to the sides?" asked Collins, with a
the tables, laughed to hersolf,
droll upward glance.
softly, and her dark eyes under tbe
Sandry wus uhout to reply when little shadow of her parted hair held
John Dally slipped down from the track a sparkling gleam as If she had seen
beBlde him under the lee of the dam- tbat con Diet and enjoyed
It
aged railway.
"Slletz," Bald the owner, coming In
"Collins," be said sternly, "you get suddenly from tbe eaHt porch after the
back to camp and bring tools peavies, men had tramped heavily away to the
hooks, a couple of chains and some bunkliouse, "whom do you know outpicks. Bring a couple of axes, too. side this camp?"
What do you mean by such business?"
She was alone In the big spotleBs
"Orders." said Collins with a grin. kitchen, her sleeves rolled up from her
"You see, Mr. Sandry," said Dally arras slim and brown with a smooth
apologetically, "there's no flxln' such color tbat was of the sun's giving.
timbers as them, not when they've got
"Outside the camp?" she asked, turnto carry such weight They'll have to ing to blm for a moment, stopped In
bo taken out entirely an' new ones some task of the aftermath of the
set."
meal, "why nobody."
"I didn't know," returned Sandry
"Don't you ever go down to Toledo?"
frankly; "won't tbey hold back the
Sandry was leaning in the doorway,
work?"
his bright blue eyes upon ber.
"A day or so, meboe. We can take
"Sometimes."
the fallers out an' put them on with
"Have you no friends there? No
Collins an' the rest. There's enough girl friends?"
down to keep the buckers busy a day
She shook ber head and he noticed
or two, anyway. We won't lose much." the clean profile, the shape of the
"Do you think this Is the work of small pointed chin, the good forehead
the Yellow Pines people, Daily?"
conflicting with a vague suggestion of
"Sure," said Daily with certainty, fleeting wild things in the velvety
"they've done worse than th I before eyes.
now. Cut our best cable two years
"Is there no one with whom you asago and twice they've run the dinkey sociate outside the camp? Think."
off tho track into the slough. They're
Suddenly there passed over ber feabad actors."
tures a quick change. He could liken
they
"But what's the lue? Whut do
on the surface
It to nothing but
gain?"
of water. Just a breath of change.
"They want to run us out of the
"Only the Preacher," she said with
hills. Been at it for ton years. They're
swift slurring of softnoss in ber
Just givin' you a hint as the new voice.
owner."
"The Preacher?"
Tbe repairing of the damaged
"You don't know him. He only comes
was another revelation to tbe sometimes.
He was here Just before
easterner. New timbers were brought you came."
slanting
floor
was
thickdown and the
"Who is be?" asked Sandry curiously underpinned.
Then with pick and ly.
"1 don't know. Nobody knows. But
1 love him."
"The Preacher," he said to himself a
little later In tbe bare south room under the dripping eaves. "H'm! The
HILle of course."
With a new Interest he picked up
the quaint old book or Holy Writ and
let It fall open in his bands as It had
a v.ay of doing.
Out from that marvelous Bong of an
Inspired soul, the Psalms, there looked
his answer, as he was to know In another day, the truest answer that could
have been given to his question:
roll-wa- y

side-wis-

Sandry was enjoying ber succinct
prevision of knowledge and expression.
"And you've spent all these yean In
clithe midst of this
mate?" be smiled. "How In the world
did you do It and keep your cheerfulness?"
"Son," said Ma Dally kindly, "you
ran knock the country to me, but
don't you go doin' It whore the men'll
t
are used to
hear you. lis
the rain, but we don't like to hear the
Easterners talk about It It's a chip
You
on every Oregonlan's shoulder.
don't watit to queer yourself."
There v. us a note of genuine good
advice In the words and tone, and
Sandry got a suddon Insight into several little happenings that had puzzled
him for Instance, the emphasized
wearing of blue shirts in a rain tbat
few
had soaked hi overcoat, and
remarks about the fact that Oregon
rain didn't wet through.
"Thank you, Mrs. Dally," he said
earnestly with a sudden feeling of
friendship
between him and this
shrewd, kindly old general of men.
He turned presently to the girl,
busy In the lamplight, her black head
shining, a shadow over her eyes.
"By the way," he said, "if you care
to you may ride Black Bolt whenever
you wish."
She nodded quietly, without a flicker
of the pleased excitement he had expected In the light of her seeming passionate love of the animal, but a slow,
dull flush spread upward in ber dark
face and ber fingers trembled a bit, he
fancied, on the reeds.
Tbey trembled in all surety the next
morning, when, with a bridle of colored
and woven horsehair over her arm, she
entered the lean-to- .
Black Bolt was a gentleman born.
Though be was wild as the girl for
the free air, the green Blopes and the
yielding sod under bis feet, be stood
still while she came up lightly, as a
cat springs, with a little soft alighting,
and they were gone, down over the
smooth slope of the valley toward the
lower railway.
There were two interested spectators to that splendid (light Ma Dally
porch, who wiped
from the
her eyes a bit and said aloud: "Bless
the child! Wild-wi- ld!
But It's natural," and Walter Sandry standing at
the south window of the office.
"Did you like it?" Sandry asked ber
amusedly that evening as be passod
through the eating room.
"Yes," said Sllotz with her belying
quietness.
"1 believe I've found a study," ke
said to himself as be went on, "a
worthy study in human nature."
And Slletz bad found a new heaven
and a new earth. Something wild within ber that bad ever uioved restlessly
broke forth, a glorious flower of ecDay by day thereafter she
stasy.
loosed Black Bolt and sped Into Melds
of Elysium, lost to earth, Intoxicated,
mad with the rush of wind and rain.
AlwayB when she came back there
was the dusky flush in her face, the
sleepy look of Intoxication In her eyes.
Thus winter closed In on the lonely
camp In the mountains,
and
gray with mist and rain and vivid
green with the new grass of the coast
country.
web-fee-

cook-shac-

roll-wa-

roll-wa- y

Who shall ascend Into the hill of the
Ixirrl? Or who almtl stand In hia holy
handa and a
place? He that hath ch-apure heart: who hath not llftiil up hia
oul unto vanity, nor sworn deceitfully.

blue-blac-

With an odd feeling of truth struck
from tbe page he closed the book and
la'd It gently down on tbe white cloth.

CHAPTER VI.
Trouble With the Yellow Pines.
Walter Sandry sat In the office at
the slough's edge, busy with Hie and
ledger. Two months had passed and
soranChlng
had lifted from blm In
these two months; a weight had lightened. Where had been a huge disgust, almost Intolerable in Its Intensity, for this
land, there
had crept In an Insidious admiration.
Often now he looked down the green
little valley sharply defined between
Its binding bills and felt the subtle
charm of the Intimate shadows, the
uear wblte dusk and the great trees
under whose drooping feathery boughs
there lay silence and a sense of
rain-soake-

ref-ag-

Suddenly there came to him a clamor of voices, oaths and the throaty
tones of strong men In anger. Up from
the lower railway a group of loggers
came stalking In their Bplked boots.
Behind them Murphy rocked excitedly
long in the tiny locomotive.
Sandry shut bis ledger and stepped
outdoors.
"What's the matter. Collins?" be
asked of a huge man In the lead, a
perfect type of th logger of the great

Northwest,
wiry of figure and wilb the endurance and power of a bull elephant
Them damned
"Matter enough.
Yelia Plnes's sawed Ova piles in th'
railway an' tor up two lengths of
track."
gaadJT went anead down the track

CHAPTER VII.

Just Know."
shovel the men went at the work of
digging out the damaged timbers. The
work was heavier, more dangerous and
disagreeable by reason of the water,
four feet deep at low tide, eight at
"I Don't

high, which lapped their bases.
Dally put them at the digging from
the slope side at low tide; but on the
second day he stood long running bis
blunt lingers through bis balr, as was
his custom when perploxed.
Sandry bad come down from the
office and now stood on the track
above the railway looking over tbe
wet country below. At the railway's
foot fie sluggish ribbon of tidewater,
sullen and discolored, wound np from
tbe south. To the north tbe -- alley
lifted gently toward the oamp and the
wilderness beyond.
Suddenly. "Dally," he said, "what
are you going to do about it?"
"I don't just know. The men cant
work In tbe water, and them piles have
got to come out But there's a way of
doln' It of course."
"Of course. said the easterner, "and
way not go at It tram above T"

Night Wind.
From that time forth Sandry began
tu take a keener Interest In Slletz. For
one thing, he noticed tbat everyone
called her S'letz, with a soft slurring
of the first syllable, and be found himself using the name which be thought
It was the
particularly beautiful.
name of the reservation to the north
and of a small part of the odds and
ends of tribes thrown In there by a
beneficent government. What was her
other name? He had always thought
of ber as Ma Daily's daughter; and
yet, now that he came to think of It
she had never seemed akin to the easyforeman who was
going,
so like the old woman. She was alien
to both with ber silences, hor whimsical speech and her look of hidden lire.
One day in the late fall, when the
white mist and the evergreen of tbe
forest had got on bis nerves unbearably, Sandry left the office and went to
tbe shed for Black Bolt only to find
him gone, fie had meant to ride off
the fit of blues. Failing that, he decided to walk It off, and struck up tbe wet
green valley to the north.
Almost Immediately tbe tumbling
hills closed In upon biin and he found
himself in a wilderness of towering
firs, of dripping vine maples and mysterious paths lost in the crowding
ferns. He waa standing at rest in a
mall glade carpeted with pine nee
open-minde-

dles and surrounded with ferns, when
he caught tbe sound of voices Tbey
came from tbe dense wall of tbe woods
at bis right and unconsciously be listened, tipping bis bead and straining
his ears Presently a look of blank-nes- s
spread upon bis face.
One of the voices was familiar, soft
and sliding with minors, the voice of
tbe girl Slletz, and she was speaking
Jargon.
Even as this amazing knowledge
was borne In upon bim the tangle
parted and she stepped out before blm.
A Slletz squaw followed her, a short
brown creature of comely features,
clad In brilliant flannel, a towering
pyramid of baskets slung to one shoulder. Nosing eagerly at tbe girl's elbow stepped Black Bolt, while Coos-nabrought up the rear. Tbey perceived him instantly and tbe Indian
woman turned away with a few gutturals which Slletz answered gently.
But in the moment that she had confronted him, Sandry had aeon ber face
and received a shock.
Beginning Just under the lower Up
and running downward to tbe base of
the chin there stood out three blue
bars, each composed of minutely tattooed designs. Unconsciously his startled eyes flew to the dark face of tbe

after bet. Cooanah, following witb a
lithe rolling of all his huge muscles,
cast a lowering glance backward at
tbe man.
Tbe Incident had taken all tbe helpfulness out of the day and the wilder-

Rest Those Worn Nerves
Don't give up. When you feel
when family cares
seem too hard to bear, and backache, dizzy headaches and irregular kidney action mystify you, remember that such troubles often
come from weak kidneys and It
may be that you only need Doan's
Kidney Pills to make you well.
Don't delay. Profit by other people's experiences.

all unstrung,

ness, and Sandry wended his way slowly back to camp, arriving Just In time
for supper. Siletz tended tbe table In
her usual silence, but when she
reached him she was constrainedly
aloof, as If fearing to break a spell by
a word or touch. Once he looked up
Colorado Case
at ber, striving for recognition, but
Mrs. C. R. Fores-mushe avoided his eyes and to save his
H'twv I
113 8. KlKhth
life he could not repress the wild
St., Canon city,
"For
thrill that bad betrayed blm In tbe Colo., suys:
or four
threeI had
hills, though be was conscious of anrheuyears
matic pains, drop-ager flushing hot upon It He sutlered
and kidney com-- n
a very real humiliation In that he bad
I a I n t.
Medicine
didn't help mo and1
so far forgotten his training, his sense
was
I
told
of tbe fitness of things, as to kiss this
couldn't live. My
body swelled btullv
wild mountain creature.
His ancesand the pulna were,
tral blood rose up In condemnation.
so bad I couldn't1
wnlk across the:
The next few days were crowded
rnrtm Dnan'a Kld-- I
full to overflowing with work and be
ney Pills cured me ana my xiuneys
laid aside all personal perplexities
huve since been In good shape.
or
great
logs,
a
The first raft'
Cat Data's at Aay Store, IOe Bee
monster, laced together In all
ViDi."iV
tta length and breadth with giant
FOSTER-MILchains, lay In the backwater at Toledo
URN CO, BUFFALO. N. T.
ready for its voyage into the world beyond.
A crew of rivor drivers was picked
from among the men and all was In
readiness save for a draft of directions which was to be given, along That's Why You're Tired-- Out
of Sorts
with the raft, into the custody or CapHave No Appetite.
or
the long
tain Uraftz
LITTLE
stoamer that would stand in acrosB CARTER'S
the bar at Newport on the twenty-sixth- . LIVER PILLS
will put you rlgl
In a few days.
PITTLE
Sandry thrilled with contemplation
IVER
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floor,
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CureConfg
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It
to
of
hltn.
wonder
thing
been a
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
would in all probability scatter to the SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
ran
endB or the earth, and its worth
Genuine must bear Signature
well Into live figures. He watched Its
departure, an impressive mutter ot
sluggish rising with the tldo, of almost Imperceptible motion and then of
majestic speed thut carried it westProprietorship.
Then be
ward toward the ocean.
"I won I.MI on the races yesterday.'
camp
witb
logging
his
to
turned back
"llow do you know?"
a heightened Joy in the new life.
"I've got the, fifty. I'm going tc bet
to
the
That night ho wrote
on a sure tiling tomorrow."
It
going
gentleman who was then
"Thut brings up the real question.
to bed under silken covers with the aid
your fifty, or are you only holdof the faithful IliggitiB; and his letter Is It In
ing It
trust for tho bookmakers?"
was long and hrlllliu.t, touched with
that cbeor and hope, thut light of
awakening strength and ability which
was beginning to stir bis heart to its
foundation.
Mow is the Time to Uet Bid et The
"Ah!" said Mr. Wilton Sandry when
I gly Hpota.
There's no longer the allfhtret. neet ef
be got that letter, looking down on the fri'llN;
ea the
of yuur frckl-eeahamtd
winIn
Its
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For a moment Sandry's head whirled
Adv.
ice to the Fatherland.
and a sort of nausea came over blm.
Then be became conscious of ber dark
r
An Artist.
A correspondent of the Companion
eyes, level and calm, upon his face and
"Mow did old Mr. Imppnl act when
thing
touching
a
Germany
of
In
writes
a thrill that sent. tho blood pounding
you linked him lor his daughter's
Tbe that the lonely women of the nation
In his voIiib shot through blm
no sons, hand?"
mighty trees around them, tbe eternal have done women who huve
"Splendidly. I've seen people on the
In
majesty of the hills under the Intimate no husband, no brothor, no fatlior
or stuge who couldn't simulate sorrow
gray sky, the girl In ber trim, sensible the war; who are perhaps too old
nurse or to be otherwise any bettor than he did."
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boots, with that sudden revelation of active.
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to
combined
wild
about
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silences, ber calm, ber occasional or mother; they begged to he put in
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stilted modes of speech, and ber communication with those soldiers.
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cake, lady, to give a poor ninn who
"Why why S'letz!" he stammered, these women, this strange name and hasn't hud a bite for two days?
they
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men
whom
following out the train of hia Illumined that, the names
Kind I.atly Isn't bread good enough
thought, "what are you? Who are did not know and had never seen! for you?
solyou? A star In the dusk! The night Each woman chose one or two
Tramp Ordinarily, yes, mum; but
diers to be her especial care. The this is my birthday Stray Stories.
wind in the pines!"
mothers sent gifts, and
In tbe flush of tbe pregnant moment childless
he laid bis band on ber bare arm un- sewed and knit for the motherless solKvery time it rains we are remindsleeve ber soft arm, diers. Now and then came, In return, ed that not all displays of fancy hosder the rolled-ufield
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grateful
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tery, and Sandry was beneath Its spell.
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horse's blanketed back with that in- ple won't
ltu, a inwy., Denver
brains."
than
Waatera UlauUiauini ef Rio I. lor AalotTclee
imitable grace of the wild, turn and
"Gee. you'll starve to death If he
"
ride swiftly down one of the mysteriW. N. U, DENVE r7no722-- 1 1 6.
does
that"
ous paths whose nodding ferns closed
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KILL OFF. THISTLES
Plant Abounds Throughout
tral West States.

Cen-

Of Late Year

Waed Haa Been In
ereaalngly Troubletoma In Grain
Growing Section
Render
Sell Unfit for Farming.

Stat Department of
Agriculture.)
Ia th statea north of the Ohio
river, probably no plant beara auch a
Canada
bad reputation aa the
prickly
Thla marveloualy
thitfle.
prLJL abounds in grain Selda, pastures,
and meadowa throughout the central
west, and ia common in the northeastern states. It in found In parta of
West Virginia, Kentucky, and Missouri, and of late yeara baa been Ing
creasingly troubleaome in the
sections of the Northwest.
Canada thistle, or simply "thistle,"
haa been condemned in the lawa of 25
states, and at least 100 local commuCertainly no plant ia more
nities.
generally and heartily disliked, unless
It be the sand bur of the southern
coastal plain.
The unpopularity of Canada thistle
la due largely to Ita unsightly appearance and exceedingly spiny leaves, and
to Ita persistent resistance to attempts at eradication.
Under ordinary cropping systems and with reasonable care, the thistle ia at worst
Generally
a disagreeable nuisance.
peaking, It does not injure the quality or quantity of farm products, excepting hay, aa much aa do quack-graswild onion, or wild mustard;
nor ia it aa deatructlve to the grass
In pastures and meadows aa are a
number of almost Insignificant little
weeda whose very existence is often
unsuspected. When left to Itself, however, the thistle spreads rapidly, until in a few yeara it will more or less
completely occupy the land, rendering

(From the United

grain-growin-

Thla applies to all methods. Follow during the aecond year
with a cultivated crop, giving It a little extra cultivation and hoeing out Individual thistles.
2. Partial Fallow. (1) For grain
Melds or old meadows. Cut the crop
early for hay, if necessary, to prevent
thistles from seeding. Allow tblstlea
to grow for four to six days, then
plow, and proceed aa In 1 for remainder of aeaaon.
(2) For cultivated ground Allow
thistles to grow until first blossoma
appear. Plow shallow. When tblstlea
are about three Inches high disk thoroughly and plant late smother crops,
aa below.
3. Smother Crops. Combination of
above. A good method on rich ground.
Cut grass early for hay aa in 2 (1)
above. Plow aballow four to six days
later. Leave for four to six daya more
Then sow
and disk thoroughly.
s
smother crop of buckwheat
peck), rape (broadcast
s
peck),
pound), millet
or fodder corn in check rows. After
the crop is off, keep thistles down by
disking until frost. Hemp and alfalfa
are excellent smother crops In sections where they are grown. Alfalfa
may be either spring or fall sown,
according to custom, but the surface
of the ground must be clean and well
prepared before planting.
Crops. Most gener4. Cultivated
ally useful method. Corn In check
rows best crop. Have ground clean
before planting. Equip cultivator with
nine-Incsweeps instoad of ordinary
shoes. Keep sweeps sharp and cultivate frequently. Hoe the corn after
laying by, and cultivate the ground
after harvest with a disk harrow until
frost Repeat aecond year.
6. Hoeing and Cutting. nest for
small patches. Stake out the patch
and visit regularly with a sharp hoe
or scythe at least twice a week.
6. Chemlcala.
There la no chemical
that In reasonable quantities will kill
Canada tblstlea with one application,
unless applied directly to the cut root.
For spraying, use sodium arsentte (a
violent poison), two pounds in ten gallons of water; common salt, one
pound In one and a half quarts of water; or crude carbolic acid, diluted
It animals are aalted on a
small patch of thistles, they will finalFrequent spraying of
ly disappear.
the thistle with tbe above chemicals
may be used Instead of cutting In
rocky or other inconvenient placea.
Sheep will some7. Miscellaneous.
times graze thistles to death if forced
to do so. Small patches of thistles
may be smothered by covering with
nvprlnnnlne string of tar minor or
building paper, weighting the laps
down with earth and leaving the pa--'
per on for eight to ton weeks during
the summer. A coating of straw or
manure one foot or more In depth will
answer the same purpose.
More extended information on Canada thistle la contained In Farmers'
liullotln No. 045, which may be bad
free of charge upon application to tbe
Division of Publications, Department
of Agriculture.
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Canada Thistle.
It unlit for farming purposos.

The soil
upon which Canada thistles nourish Is
apt to be of good natural fertility,
and it usually pays to roclalm
fields.
The cause of the remarkable vitality of Canada thistle and the point
that distinguishes it from other prickly plants that are commonly mistaken
for It, la the long, cordlike, perennial
root. This root pctietrutes the soil
at a depth of eight to fifteen Inches,
or more, and gives rise at frequent Intervals to lrnfy shoots. Thus It will
often bo found that an entire patch of
thistles is attached to one root, and
Is in reality but one plant. The root
ia exceedingly hardy, and tan live over
winter or through a prolonged drought
Ploces that
In a dormant condition.
are broken off by a plow or cultivator
and carried to other places will await
a warm, moist period, and thon begin
lo send out leafy shoots, thus establishing a new patch.
If the leafy
Htema are cut down, others will be
sent us to take their place, and this
procean may be repeated from two to
eight times before the root becomes
In most localities the
exhausted.
Canada thistle does not produce many
good seeds, as the male and female
(lowers are on separate plants, and
not all of the female flowers produce
viable teeds. Nevertheless, the seeds
are frequently hidden away In straw
and hay, and are somotimus present
in grass and clover seed and in aeed
oats. Aa each seed la equipped with
a feathery plume, a small patch of
thistles may serve to Infest a whole
neighborhood.
The point that must be kept In
mind, bowover, In lighting Canada
thistles is that it la the roots, rather
than the tops, that must be killed.
Simply cutting off the tops a few
times haa much the same effort as
But It the
pruning an apple tree.
tops are cut off deep and frequently,
the root must eventually suffocate
through lack of leavea. Bearing this
gia mind, any of the following methyls of eradication will be found effective:
Most suitable
1. Bummer Fallow.
acre or more of thoroughfor
ly Infested land, from which little revenue could be expected anyway. Dow
deep in the fall, exposing tl.o roots to
the frost. Harrow in the spring to
kill seedlings of annual weeds. Let
the thistle grow until the first blossoms appear (about June 1) or until
there is danger of other weeds going
to seed. Plow shallow and from then
until frost use disk harrow often
enough to prevent thistle leaves from
making over four Inches of growth.
If the thistles get over six inches high
ttt any time, all the previous work will
thlBtle-Infcste-

one-hal- f
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Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

"GATLING GUN" PARKER
Surprise and concern were felt
when It was learned that a United
Statea army machine gun had failed
to work during the raid made by Vlllls-ta- a

war department aet about preventing
a repetition of that breakdown by
sending to the border the army's machine-gun
expert, Mai. John Henry
Infantry,
Parker of the Twenty-fourtvariously known In the service as "Gab-lin-

i

tM V'
; - "
0J "B ALCOHOL- - 3 FF.lt
lljlj

Promptly tho

on ColumbUB, N. M.

g

Gun Purkor" or. more Intimately,
Major Parker has a
noteworthy record, because he Is the
man who demonstrated the possibilI
ities of the machine gun.
Tbia happened 18 years ago, during Shatter's campaign, which culminated in the fall of Santiago de
Cuba. The man in the street may not
he aware of it, but Lieutenant Parker
for such he was then has been
credited with turning tho tide of battle at a critical period and making the
capture and the retention of San Juan hill possible. More than that, his
modest little detachment effectually halted the operating of a formidable
battery that might easily have put many of Shatter's fleldpleces out of action.
In short, Lieutenant Parker showed the military world for the first time
Just what the machine gun could be relied upon to do In tbe hands of capable
men. He anticipated and actually predicted the part that the machine gun
haa played In the preaent struggle In Europe.
Long before the war with Spain Lieutenant Parker grasped the tactical
value of the machine gun, and became so insistently an advocate of the
weapon that he talked about It upon every possible occasion.
He drew up plana for a suitable carriage, so that tbe machine gun,
ordinarily equipped with only a tripod, might have the fullest mobility and
keep right along with the most advanced troops.
So persistent was Parker In riding his hobby that other army offlcera
thought him aomethlng of a bore and sometimes avoided hla company. But
his enthusiasm and theories have been fully Justified, first by the work of hta
war, and now, even more
machine-gudetachment in the
fully, by the developments of the great conflict In Europe.
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Two Dollars, Pleaae.
Simple Enough.
"What would you recummeud tor
"When do you think peace will
somnambulism, doctor?"
come?"
"Well, you might try lnsomuia"
"When aome of the belligerents
send It an Invitation." Detroit Free
Peculiar.
Press.
"Pa, what is a hypochondriac?"
"A man whose idea of a treat is a
FOR TUB
ALLEN'S
FOOT-WAHI-

THOOl'H
MlJiy war anna Imapltala liave ordered
antlaeiiiln powder,
Allen's Kont-Kaa- e,
Into
for uaa amonii Hie tronpa. Shaken
the ahoea ami uaed In the foot-bat-comfort
nlvea real and everyAllen'a
and makea wulklnit a delight. Sold
where. 26c. Try It today. Adv.

treatment."

Don't be mifled.
Hog Illue.

Milken

long-los-

Auk for Red Croat
beautiful white clothes
Adv.

At all sood grocer.

Just the Reverse.
"Did the doctor pay a visit?"
"No; the visit paid the doctor."

Particulara Wanted.
Lawyer Are you married?
Lady Witness No; I'm unmarried.
Lawyer
What judge unmarried
you?

After a mun baa been married about
so long be joins the
advocates.
e

Millennial Musings.
What a great thing It would be if
Time la money to everybody but the
flies pulled up dandelions and dande- loafer.
lions poisoned tltes.
la one of the beat
brands on the market
DON'T LOSE YOUR HAIR
e

Prevent It by Using Cutieura 8oap and
Ointment.

VERALLS

Trial Free.

If your acalp la irritated, Itching and
burning and your hair dry and falling
out In hand tula try the following treatment: touch spots of dandruff and
Itching with Cutlcura Ointment and
follow with hot shampoo of Cutlcura
Soap. Absolutely nothing better.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. U
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.

ag.u.a.Pab.oT.
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Keep Kids Kleen

.

maid. hwMM plajeaa
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drop Uck. Euilr
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tulrmnd.
to aop cucuUboa. Mwi. fa bkM
TU

it

Sermon.
But the man who Invariably looks
before he leaps never acquires much
of a reputation as a leapor.

nit.

with
toaaawd
MaoVlaDMrh imci wkb elbow
and high eork aad laat

win
75c the suit
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example la often better
than none at all.
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That's What.
"What la an ultimatum, pa?"
"It's when your mother saya aha
wants a new hat"
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BONES WANTED

all kind, in ear load lota. Wa pay hlgtaaat our
If you value your peace of mind do of
ket prlra. Wrtta or wire for prlca. Tbe Color. at
not give advice.
Iraa A Metal C. Slk A LariaMr Me Dearer, Cote

ThoVJIioatYiold' 1
Tells the Story

ol Westirn Canada's Rapid Progress
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James K. Vardaman, United States'
senator from Mississippi, haa said
jf.-'w"many biting and even bitter things
during his public career, and the other
day he took occasion to pay hla respects to a certain class of citizens of
Washington, In the course of an eloquent plea for better citizenship made
before a mass meeting in Alexandria.
"There are more flunkies to the
square Inch in Washington than I ever
saw In my life," declared the aenator,
"and I verily believe that It you would
stuff a colored laborer's overalls with
straw and label the effigy 'congress-maor 'senator,' you would soon have
half tho population crawling to It."
Senator Vardaman said that a public office should be honored, but that
the man in that office should be honored In accordance with his worth.
DRAINAGE ADDS TO PROFITS Honest, fearless, patriotic men and
women are needed at the ballot box
. n T . m n I r A kla II H I.
. O
Increase of Yield From 25 to 100 Par .
ence, and If mistakes have been made in the paat they may be righted In the
Cent Physical Condition of Soil
Improved.
future. The speaker expressed the fear that "In thla nation dollar la the god
and commerce the religion of too many."
Lands that are too wet for the most
profitable production of crops should
be drained. Even uplands may often
)
I
a
DEMOCRATS' PUBLICITY MAN
bo drained with profit, especially
subject to erosion or Inclined
to be "snouty." Indeed, drainage la
When the Joint finance and execuprofitable wherever It la necessary to
tive campaign committee of the Demothe fullest use of the land.
cratic national committee aelected
It Is not uncommon for lands too
Frederick W. Steckman aa director of
wet for cultivation to produce, when
publicity for the national committee in
drained, 60 or 70 bushels of corn or
tbe coming presidential campaign, it
oats to the acre. On much of the
picked one of the moat experienced
drained land the Increase of yield
and popular of the newspaper wrltera
is from 25 to 100 per cent, and by the
and correspondents in Washington.
Increased yield and the decreased cost
Mr. Steckman, who was born In
of cultivation the value of the land la
years ago,
Princeton, Mo., thirty-sioften doubled.
first went to Washington about 1904 aa
Dralnaae Improves the physical con
correspondent of the St. Louis Repubdition of the soil by making It more
lic. For some years now be has been
porous and friable.
a political writer for the Washington
Health condltlona are also Improved
Post and besides has covered the cap!-to- l
by the drainage of swamps and stand-Inand the White House for the New
water.
Orleans Dally Statea. However, he began hla newspaper activities when he
STANCHIONS FOR THE CALVES
was less than ten yeara old.
In 1912 Mr. Steckman was In
Devicea Contribute Largely to Leas
charge of the Chicago headquarters of
Rapid Drinking Don't Worry
the Democratic national committee,
About Hia Neighbor.
and It waa he who devised the plan of
small contributions for the campaign from great numbers of people. Tbe
results are frequently scheme netted the committee more than $100,000. His excellent publicity work
Harmful
brought on in young calvea by their
year led to his selection for chief of that department In thla campaign.
drinking milk too rapidly and too that
much at a time.
Feeding small quantities and often,
which Is the natural plan, la the way
MADDEN, LONG LOST BROTHER
to avoid trouble from thla source.
Where several calvea run together
stanchions for feeding may contribute
Martin B. Madden, congressman
to less rapid drinking, for with stanch-Ion- from Chicago, is not only wealthy. He
the calf Is not worrying about Is also quite handsome. Nevertheless
one of Its neighbors getting part ol he Is not satisfied with hla physical
his mess and Is thus encouraged to make-up- .
He would be much better
drink more slowly.
pleased If he were built along more
original ltnea. Tbe trouble with him la
."vs. ,1
j
V 1
SILO IS SAFEST INVESTMENT that he looks like too many people. He
akes a specialty of being a ringer for
long-los- t
brothers.
It la Practical Insurance Against the
On an average of once a month be
8hortage of Feed Supplements
,
gets a letter from someone who haa
1
Pastures In 8ummer.
W
seen his picture and claims him aa a
to have been lost at
A silo la the safest Investment a brother thought
sea or strayed from home yeara and
farmer who keeps stock can make. It years
ago.
la a practical form of insurance
One day be hoard from a woman,
against shortage of feed at a critical
who aaid she had a locket with an
time.
on It and containing a boyhood
It maintains the herd and flock In
t
of her
brother that
picture
more
and
economicalcondition
better
ly In winter and supplements pastures looked exactly like the one of Madden
Madden was
In a Chicago paper.
during summer drought
congresIt may also aave a corn crop hit by obliged to tell her that hla to
allow
an untimely frost, tor frosted corn can sional duties are too nresslna
t
brother this year. Thla la only a aamplt
be utilized in thla way which would him any time for being a
Incident and Mr. Madden la getting aomewhat "peeved "
otherwise be almost a total loss.
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The hea crops in Western Canada have caused
new recorc to be made in the handling of grains
by railroads. For, while the movement of these
heavy shipments has been wonderfully rapid, the
resources o( the different roads, despite enlarged
equipmenta and increased facilities, have been
strained as never .before, and previous records
have thua been broken in all directions.
The largest Canadian wheat shipment! through New York ever known
are reported for the period up to October 15th, upwards ol lour and a
quarter million bushela being exported la lese lhaa six weeka,
and this was but the overflow of shipments to Montreal, through which
point shipments were much larger than to New York.
Yields aa high as 60 bushels of wheat per acre are reported from all
parta o( the country, while yields of 45 bushels per acre are common.
Thousands of American farmers have taken part In thla wonderful pro
duction. Land price, are Mill low and free homeo'ead lamia are eaHJ errurra

J
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in sooo locaiitiee, convenient 10 cDurcaee, acoooia. numo. euwere. wu
Thar Is aa war fax aa lead aad aa eeaecriatiea.
Write for Illustrated pamphlet, reduced railroad rates and othat
information to Superintendent Immisration, Ottawa,
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Showing the' Newest Creations in COMMENCING ! Our Present Showing of Summer
Clearance
Our
Woolens, both in "Swatch" and
Street and Afternoon Dresses
and Boys'
of
Semi-Annu-

al

Men's

Sale

Low Shoes.

Memory fails to recall such beauty, and designing in any
previous collection of Dresses to be seen here. These
models are exact reproductions of the very best Eastern
styles and are offered at prices that are interesting.

we will offer our low shoes at
a very low figure. We must
move them to make room
for the large stock of fall and
winter shoes which will soon
be coming in.

Steadfast,
McElwain

V

1
,-

trimmed.

$6.75

HOSIERY
Fancy Socks for the small

25c

folks, pair

Ladies Silk Hose in plain
and fancy designs, stripes
and clocking 50c to $1.50

4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00

J mm

Garments, exemplify the newest fashions

n

and fabrics for men's wear. Hundreds of bright, new
patterns now on display. Come and judge for yourself.

You don't
want theories when you
buy clothes you want cold
hard facts that will convince you.
When we say we can sell
you the very best clothes

"Hot Air" Isn't Worth Much!

Smith-Brisco- e

and Brown.
values
values
values
values
values
values

$6.00
5.00

-

Charmeuse and Taffeta Dresses.

Suits for these warm days,
Palm Beach, Kool Kloth
Suits, built on good lines-Norf- olk
and plain styles,
some belted, others button

Saturday

Beginning

Crepe Dresses in pleasing
colors and combinations
to
$7.50
$3.50
Beach cloth Dresses in ex$6.95
clusive models at

Ready-to-put-o-

$5.00
4.15
3.75

values at $15.00 to $30.00

we're ready to back up our
statement. Try on some

3.25

2.75
2.50

of our models

judge their merits.

More of Those Very Attractive Parasols came in early in
the week and are the prettiest
ones we have shown this season. They are in stripes, figures and plain colors Rose,
Blue, Green and Tan.

i

to

$2.00

$6.00

A

Realty Transfers

Future For Live Stock

A.

Copyright 1 ilC.
Kirsttibaum Co.

B.

Notice of Suit

(Compiled by Clovis Title
(A. M. Hove.)
TO T. A. PETER:
and Abstract Co.
The grower of meat animals
You will hereby take notice
Deeds:
overpro
for
no
needs
fear
Juction
a suit has been filed and is
that
We your committee appointed
A. II. Prince to J. T. Prince, now pending in the District
a
bread
while
least.
The
at
respect
of
to draft resolutions
-Court of Curry County, New
beg lief to submit the following: supply today is quite liberal, due $1 00 NE
M. Smiley to Buster
acreage
J.
to
grain
in
the
increase
Mexico, in which J. F. Barker
Whereas God has seen fit to
$270-- SW
of NW is plaintiff and you the said T.
call to his reward our loyal fel- world over. But increasing the
partNW-SA. Peter, are defendant, said
low Soverign, R. N. Ly brand be meat supply is a much slower and
A. Kirk wood to E. J. Bor- cause being numbered 991 on
H.
process.
years
will
to
take
It
his
in
the
death
resolved
it
that
-the Civil Docket of said Court,
community has lost a most valu catch up with the ever increas- den, $1.00 NW
G. Bailey to S. J. Hobbs, and that Patton and Bratton,
ing
N.
tor
meat.
demand
able citizen, his family a loving
$15U0-L- ota
11, 12blk06, Lots whose business and post-officFather and Husband, and our In this connection a few ex29
Clovia.
figures
12
blk
may
11.
be
port
of
interest
address is Clovis, New Meixco,
dependable
mem
camp a very
Wm D. Duke to S. J. Hobbs, are attorneys for plaintiff.
ber we remember how, during to indicate the trand of things
11 West Clovis.
You will further take notice
the crucible, of the past dry in the way of bread and meat, $1.00 Lot 12 blk
eight
to
G. L. Bell, that the objects of said suit are
Louis
Steger
period
Dunn;?
month
tr.e
years Soverign Ly brand stood
$1500-S- w
18
as follows: To recover judg
between so many of our mem- ending with February the UnitM. C. Spicer to J. L. House, ment against you in the sum of
only
exported
ed
States
by
remitting
suspension
bers and
GO
1. 2, o blK IX Lin- $97,12. as principal and interest,
as $221.50-L- ots
in broadstuifs
dues for those otherwise delin-qaen- t,
11, 12 blk 4, Lot
Lots
against
Park,
coln
for
the
$3.S.i"8.7&l.0
costs of suit and attorneys' fee
we also remember how
3 Gamble Addition, Ljt 9, and expenses, on account of a
period
year.
is
blk
last
same
8
This
his voice was always heard on
certain promissory note executed
every question of interest to the due to increase in foreign grain blk 12 Fitzhugh Addition.
J. L, House to T. M. Yelver-ton- . by you to said plaintiff, and for
camp, and that his stand was production, less of ours being
G, 11 blk 19
$10 00-Lgeneral and equitable relief.
always for the best. While we needed.
1, 2. 3 blk
Lots
Additioa,
Curry
a
with
this
Contrast
meat
few
You will further take notice
bow submissively to the will of
that unless you enter you apHim who calls we cannot help items tic the same pe.iod. There 18 Lincoln Park Addition.
M. C. Spicer to J. L House, pearance
herein,
or plead,
but ask ourselves "where is the were exported during this eight
5, G, 11 blk 18 Curry answer or demur to plaintiff's
11H,(;21,G07 pounds $1.00-L- ots
period
month
man who can give to the lesser
91,059,-41- 1 Addition to Clovis.
complaint, on or before the 29th
trees the protection afforded by of fresh meat as against
0
pounds
year;
bacon
last
J. W. Sullivan to II. D. Reeves day of July, 1916, judgment by
this mightiest oak of the forrest.
pounds as against 100,- - 3!2iiO. -- Lot 2 bik 12 West Clovis default will be rendered anainst
We extend to the bertavci
2!).",2('() pounds; and hams 179.- - Addition.
you and plaintiff will apply to
ones fratern al condolence, and
f,i7,.Sll pjunds as against
Wright,
R.
T.
A.
to
S.
Wright
Court for the relief prayed
the
comto
them
commend
that
pounds last year. These 51. -- aw zs-- t
for in his complaint filed in said
passionate friend whose delight
17-3-3- 6.

$2(10,-f0",i.-

7

ots5,

383,-lli,77-

is to comfort the distressed.
Be it further resolved that a
capy of these resolutions bo
spread on our minutes, a copy
be sent to each of our county
papers, and to the Woodman
Journal for publication, and that
a copy be handed the bereaved

family.
Signed

S. A. Jackson
R. A. Carter
W. I. Sims

Committee
Mrs. E. B. Lepy came up
from Roswell Wednesday where
she has been visiting her friend,
They will reMrs. Bateman.
days beseveral
for
main here
fore returning to their home in
Chicago.

are fair sample'.
Eastern
Nesv Mexico and
northwest Texas are specially
adapted by climate and soil for
producing meat. It is a great
breeding country, but it is also
a heavy producer of forage and
grain that will finish cattle,
sheep, and hoga for the killer.
There is little danger of a slump
in price. Though hogs increased vastly the past year, the
price has advanced materially.
The moral is that this section
is safe ir. planting the largest
possible acreage of forage and
be prepared to reap the benefit
of the demand for meat. Grow
ing and feeding lire stock will
continue to pay good dividends
for a while.

W. C.

Hutcherson
Lots

to Nathan suit.

In Witness Whereof, I have
here unto set my hand and afJ. L. House to T. M. Yelverton fixed the seal of said Court, this
May, 191G.
$10. -- Lot 9 blk 12 Fitzhugh Lots the 29th day of
seal
11, 12 blk 4. Lot 8 blk 3 Gamble
A. L. Awalt,
Addition to Clovis.
County Clerk.
$175.
Marshall. H.
Bales.

7.

8.

blk 9

By Mae Litchfield.

320 Acres Free

J

HATS and CAPS
It is time to buy your summer weight head wear if
you want to be comfortable and
minute.
Panamas at $5.00 and $6.
Straws at $1.25 to $3.00
Fibre cloth at
$1.25
The Newest fancy in Caps.
The "Submarine" a style
so entirely different. Very
becoming. 65c, 75c, $1.00
up-to-t-

Men's fancy and plain Silk
Hose, in a wide range of
designs at
50c to 75c
Resolutions of Respect
and Condolence
Grady Camp No. 67

and then

2 23

320 acres of free government
land can yet be homesteaded in
Paul Coldren, of Muleshoe,
eastern New Mexico. For fur was in town Wednesday. Paul
ther particulars see or write.
is the author of the following
W. D. Sutheriin.
"new" Btory: The mother
Clovis, N. M.
the small son for dis-

Fred W. James returned last
week from Albuquerque, where
he attended the Democratic convention and attended to some
business. In addition to being
a delegate to the convention, he
was bestowed with the honor of
being its secretary.
How about that milk cow that
you have been intending to buy?
Ask the large number of people
in and around Clovis who have
bought from me. and see what
easy terms I give and how Jo.
lighted all the buyers are. It
will pay you to see me if you
contemplate buying a milk cow.
J. H. Shepard. Clovis.

he

First Methodist Church
June 11th
We plead that every member of
the Church become interested in,
and attend the Sunday School.
n
The text for the morning
will be, "Come Thou With
Us and We Will Do Thee Good."
For the Evening service, "Can a
person know he is saved?" We
give a cordial invitation to all to
worship with us.
J. H. Mtsser, Pastor
Ber-mo-

BlflE

Iron Clad Hosery.
tl
A. J. Rule

Notice
IN TflE PKORATe COURT OF
CURRY COUNTY, NEW MEXICO

Matter of the
Estate of Fannie J.
In the

Lindley,

Deceased.

No. 17
I

Notice is hereby given that
Oldham, as Administrator
of the estate of Fannie J. Lindley, deceased, has filled in the
Probate Court of Curry dmnty,
New Mexico, his final rep.Kt and
account of as such administrator,
and the hearing of such final report and account has been set
for the 3rd day of July, 1916 a day
of the next regular term of this
Court, at the hour of ten o'cl )ck
A. M., and notice is further
given that any and all heirs,
creditors or ither persons interested in said estate may on or
before the day appointed for
such hearing and settlement, file
their objections thereto.
In Witness Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court, this
the 29th day of May, 1916.

Si

i$

B. D.

obedience and told him that the
lord kept account of every deed
seal
In the care of confinement
A. L. AWALT,
that he committed.
The lad
cases I use asepsis, antiseptics studied a minute and replied,
County Clerk and
and surgery should it be neces "How many book keepers has
Clerk of the Probate Court.
sary.
God got mamma?"
Dr. H. R, Gibson.
J 2 23

cr

We Take Special Caro
In

Filling

Prescriptions

When you com to ui you hav tb
that your prescriptions
will be promptly and carefully compounded with fresh, pur drug.

usuranc

We Alio Carry

line f
Druggists ' Sundries
Perfumes Toilet Articles
Candies, Etc
We want your trad and you will
and our food juet a reprMat4.

City Drug Store

io

S.

Main St.

Clovis, N.

M.

